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6 Foreword

Foreword by

JUSTICE MAULANA TAQI AHMAD USMANI

The Arabic language has been blessed with the unique honour of being chosen as

the vehicle of Allah's Final Revelation and as the language of Allah's last Messenger

(peace be upon him). That is why more efforts have been devoted to the promotion

of Arabic than any other language in the world. All manner of books, big and small

have been written throughout the ages on Arabic grammar and syntax, literature and

rhetoric which continue to serve as a valuable repository of knowledge for the

learner. However, every generation of learners has its own peculiar requirements and

any textbook can only be useful if it caters to the needs of the learner. Any book that

teaches language in particular should be replete with exercises in applied grammar.

In the past ages the need for the practical application of grammatical rules was

taken care of by the teacher's method of instruction and by an invigorating academic

environment conducive to the practice of Arabic. That is why grammar books written

in those days were not equipped with exercises in applied grammar. In our times,

however the need has arisen for writing books which facilitate learning by providing

exercises in applied grammar. A number of books have been written in the

subcontinent with this view in mind. The book under review is one such book.

Madrasah Ayesha Siddiqua lil-Banaaf is an exemplary institute in our city which

is making commendable efforts to provide quality education for young women.

This book has been written by the teachers of this institution in the light of their

teaching experience with a view to facilitating the teaching of Arabic.

1 have examined a draft of this book from a number of places and have found its

method to be suitable and its exercises very useful. I hope that it proves beneficial

for both male and the female students, Inshallah. May Allah accept this effort by His

grace and spread its benefits far and wide. Aameen.

Muhammad Taqi Usmani

Dar-ul-Uloom Karachi

7-1-1413 H.
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Publisher's Note

The grammatical rules of any language are not taught as an end in themselves;

rather, they are the means to attaining proficiency in the various skills of the

language. That is why all modern methods of teaching Arabic lay special emphasis

on the practical application of grammatical rules rather than limiting the student to

merely learning these rules by heart.

This book which is the result of our brief experience of teaching Arabic at

Madrasah Ayesha Siddiqua has been compiled on the pattern of »

—

-fty ^_>3" - a

book which broke new ground in the teaching of Arabic grammar. Except the first

few lessons, all the chapters begin with Arabic sentences in the light of which the

rule under discussion is explained.

Following that are necessary exercises by means of which the student acquires

practice of the practical application of the rule. Sentences for translation from

English to Arabic are also included. At the end of most of the chapters is an exercise,

which consists of Quranic Ayat, thus enabling the student to become acquainted with

the Quranic style from the very beginning.

Special attention has been paid to declension so that the student may gain insight

into the syntax of the language. For this purpose the technical terms of Arabic have

been used.

Explanation of the rules has been made in the easiest possible style. However, any

further suggestions would be most welcome.

The first part of this book is being presented by the grace of Allah for all those

interested in learning the language. Two other parts though completed will be

published in due course. The Urdu version of this book has gone through many

printings and has by the grace of Allah been well received all over the country and

also abroad. It is now one of the standard texts used by many teaching institutions.
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A Few Guidelines for the Teacher

1. Teachers should first study the book and become familiar with its style.

2. Before teaching the rules, the phonetics of Arabic should be corrected and an

exercise in proper pronunciation should be carried out.

3. Examples given at the beginning of the lessons should first be written on the

blackboard then read out aloud, one after the other by the students.

4. Rules and definitions should not be memorized, instead the rule should be

clearly explained by the teacher and properly understood by the students and

emphasis laid on its practical application. Similarly, instead of learning various

verb forms, detailed drills should be carried out in the usage of these forms.

The exercises should also be worked out in exercise books and checked by the

teacher.

5. Before beginning a new lesson, the teacher should ensure that the previous

lesson has been thoroughly absorbed by the students.

6. The students should be made aware of the declension and the technical terms of

Arabic should be used in this connection.

7. Stress should be laid on the memorization of new words.

8. English translation should be avoided as far as possible and on no account

should those words be translated which have already been taught. The meaning of

new words should be explained but the entire sentence should not be translated.
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The Arabic Alphabet

Names of the

letters
Transliteration

Names of the

letters
Transliteration

* At
1 alif

%
* if

ta

ba
r*

J? zha

o ta t 'ain

*
* Ik L

tha t ghain

it

1
i w jem Ml fa

c ha qaf

c kha
# . «*

kaf

dal J lam

i dhal
* •

P mem

ra nun

m j za i£ ha

w sen j'j J waow

2* shen

sad

dhad
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General Definitions

Short Vowels olTyJl

There are three short vowels; these are indicated by signs above or below the

consonants carrying them.

These vowels are as follows:

1. 2— ( ) : A fatha is indicated by a small diagonal stroke above the

consonant.

2. o^-^ ( ) : A Aa.vra in indicated by a similar stroke below the consonant.

3. <U-*> ( ) : A damma is written like a miniature waow (j) above the letter.

A letter carrying one of the above signs is termed 'ii*

—

(mutaharrik)] a letter

without any vowel sign is termed "^C" (sakin).

Examples:

i. 5

—

Vjfi
: The letters ^ (ghain) and ^3 (/a) are ©J—>^ since they bear a damma and

/ar/?a respectively. The fetter j (ra), however, is jf 1—^-since it does not bear any of

the three vowel signs.

A letter bearing afatha is termed {maftooh).

A letter bearing a fozsra is termed j'^S^ (maksoor).

A letter bearing a damma is termed }

a

jL^ (madmoom).

ii. — : The £l (kaaf) has a kasra\ therefore it is — The o (fa) has a fatha]

therefore it is £>^. The ^iJi (a/#) is safo/i because it does not bear any vowel sign.
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1

Hi. ; the ^yain) has a damma\ therefore it is Yy**** while the is ^y** since it

has a fatha.

Doubled Letters 4xM\
>

p
.

A doubled letter is indicated by the sign ( ) called -UXi
—

' (tashdeed). Such a

*„

letter is termed (mushaddad). E.g.: in 4-^, the j (ra) is mushaddad.

Nunation or Tanween jej»'

Vowel signs are written double at the ends of indefinite nouns and adjectives;

thus: , , .

A letter bearing nunation is termed (munawwan).

cJi has a damma tanween (nunation), £jLA has a Arcsra tanween, ISj- has a /af/w

Note: The letter a/(fis added to the letter carrying &fatha tanween. E.g.: #sf< l£j

However, if the word ends in the feminine suffix, ta niarbuta, (0) or alif

mamdoodah, the alif is not added. E.g.: S—iljg t*

—

*jXa (ending in ta niarbutah

clll* (ending in alifmamdoodah).
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CHAPTER 1 Jj^^l

The Word and its Classification

Any word which has a meaning is termed Mima -4^) Broadly speaking, a

kalima falls into three categories:

1. Noun p»l ^

2. Verb 3—*? Y

3. Particle r

Noun p—" 1

The name of a person, place, animal or thing without reference to any particular

time. E.g.: Sjl (a room), 1—> (a student), a— (Fatima), 1_j j (Zaid), «t>-*l (a

woman), j*j (a man), (a female student) etc.

Verb 3—^

A doing word. It varies in tenses. They are:

a

1. The past tense ^Uil^iJl . ^

He went.

2. The present tense ^jUaiil^t t

He is going.
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3. The future tense ^UaJl^ T
You will soon know, (for distant future.) J^iiif

You will soon know, (for near future.) O^li^-

Particle

Harf includes a wide variety of Arabic particles, among them are prepositions,

interjections and conjunctions. Its meaning cannot be fully understood unless it is

accompanied by a verb or a noun. E.g.: ^i(in),
J>\

(towards), (from), > (with)

etc.

Zaid went to the school. ^J[^ij Cj>*

I wrote with a pen. .^Vc^f

Rule No. 1:

A kalima is a meaningful word. It is ofthree kinds: ( 1) Noun (^) (2) Verb (J*>)

(3) Particle (^^).

A noun is a word which indicates a person, place, animal, thing or a quality

without any relation to time.

A verb is a word which denotes an action with relation to a particular time.

A particle is a word, the meaning of which cannot be understood without an

accompanying noun or a verb.



The Three Classifications of a Noun

1. The Definite and the

Indefinite

2. The Masculine and the £j «J,
>>jj,

Feminine

3. The Singular, the Dual

and the Plural
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CHAPTER 2 Jfcfl^jd

The Indefinite and the Definite Noun

Indefinite Noun 3^ll

An Indefinite Noun ipl) is one that refers to any person, place or thing and

does not denote a particular person, place or thing.

Examples:

(ahorse) (a man)

(a student) *j£ (a city) Jgj-

(a school) J~*j (a book)

Definite Noun A3ytji

A Definite Noun (<jy*^ 1
) is one that denotes a particular person, place or thing.

(the horse) ^ (the book)

(name of a particular (name of a B

person) particular city)
^
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Note: Generally, when translating an indefinite noun, the articles "a", "an", "a

few" and "some" are used before the noun; on the other hand, when translating a

definite noun, the article "the" is used before the noun.

There are many types of definite nouns:

Proper noun ^
Demonstrative pronoun p*'

Personal pronoun j~+**>

Relative pronoun DjH^^
The noun rendered definite by ... *****

the article J l etc.

All these will be discussed in detail later. For the present, two will suffice:

1 . Proper noun pi. - is the specific name of an individual or a city etc.

Examples:

(Ayesha) t%£ (Khalid) aJU

(Pakistan) ti&£% (Egypt) ^
2. JA% 3yw (,)

is the noun rendered definite by attaching the article J*.

Examples:

(the messenger) J^^P 1 (the book)

(the boy) jJjJl (the house) ^

' 'The definite article (J*) is only attached to nouns. It is not attached to verbs and particles.

Similarly, the nunation also is one of the special features of a noun; verbs and particles are never

"nunized".
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The article 3* is referred to as u^Ju^J'^ (definite article) since it makes definite

the noun to which it is attached. To make an indefinite noun definite, the article tills

prefixed to it.

After adding Jl, the noun undergoes two changes:

1. It is no longer used in a general sense; instead it denotes a particular place or

thing etc.

2. It loses its nunation and only one vowel sign remains.

Examples:

2$ % k

M m M jm>

There are certain letters in Arabic before which the laam (ft) of Jl is pronounced.

These are known as Sj^lill cJ^^>Jl or the moon-letters. E.g.:

The ft of the article J'is pronounced before words beginning with these letters.

E.g.: J^Jl&0 cji^Jl

On the other hand, there are certain letters before which the ft of Jl is dropped in

pronunciation. These letters are known as ~4r—^^ or the sun-letters.

E.g.:o_o_ J _ ur

Thus, when reading ^-Jl ij*LJ\ c£f#l the ft of J* is silent.

The moon-letters: .(itjmftiUj^c^i£t£t£ t^-twul

The sun-letters: .j^JJ^Jst^t^cJ^cjcjuiii^to
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Rule No. 2:

A noun can be classified into definite and indefinite.

1. Definite noun (?—»J^i\) refers to a particular person, place, animal, thing or
«-

quality.

2. Indefinite noun (S^SJI) refers to any person, place animal, thing or quality.

Rule No. 3:

There are many kinds of definite nouns. Some of them are: proper noun fp
—Lp),

demonstrative pronoun (§j&j-p-*t), personal pronoun CJ^°)> relative pronoun

noun made definite by the article Jl (fSUl

—

; ^y^).

Exercise 1

Make the following nouns definite by adding the article J*:

Example:

*
. '0- r .y A

.\ • .A u> .v .1

3£ A* £ f . u * •

;

AS

•
. Y •

. \ n oL-j . \ A Sbj .AY
—

.n

p. ,Y«*
*>

* . i

.r. .Yi

* *>

.To .rr S^.rY .n

k t • TA -rv .n

• *
.n
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Exercise 2

The following nouns are "nunized" with a^i ( ). Attach the article Ji to them:

Example:

A3

'

5
«JJ

.r $ .x

. A

m *ty- . \ x .Y>

\ A .n

m .**

• '

gjft .xr Cl^ . X T

t|£ .r. I'-'
. X A ijfc.TV .Yi

Exercise 3

The following nouns are "nunized" with VjL—T( ). Make them definite by

attaching J' to them:

Example:
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CHAPTER 3 dJli)i owj0Jl

The Masculine and the Feminine Gender

There are only two genders in Arabic: the masculine and the feminine. There is

no neuter gender.

The Masculine Gender '/xj\

Nouns are assumed to be masculine if they fall in one of the following categories:

a. Words masculine by meaning: E.g.: *)—*j (man), ±—
1} (boy), j—?l (son),

^^•(bridegroom) etc.

b. Nouns which do not end in feminine suffixes: E.g.: £jUS (street), c—g (house),

\f>

mf (chair), 4^ (book) etc.

The Feminine Gender

These words may fall in several categories:

a. Nouns feminine by meaning even if they do not conform to the feminine form:

E.g.: ^(Mariam), 4~£j(Zainab), (menstruating woman), (pregnant

woman), (bride) etc.

b. Nouns ending in the feminine suffix (ta marbuta), this is the usual ending: E.g.:

<i> (room), h\L (female student), (clock), A_ltU(Fatima), §l£L_* (lamp),

i&i(female teacher) etc.
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c. Nouns ending in alifmaqsoorah: E.g.: nj*^ tj^i- c
t5
l*j etc.

d. Nouns ending in alifmamdoodah: E.g.: tf'j5**9 etc.

There are three basic feminine endings: to marbuta, alif maqsoorah and a/i/

e. Apart from the above-mentioned categories, there are some nouns which are

feminine in accordance with usage. These are known as "j^C*- £jj>". They include

the following nouns:

i. The names of several cities, countries and tribes: E.g.: s_xi (Mecca - a city),

jUl^C (Pakistan - a country), (Egypt - a country), (Quraish - a tribe)

etc.

ii.Those parts of the body which are in pairs: E.g.: ^L-p(eye), [}—*j (leg),

(foot), Oil (ear) etc.

iii.Some elements of nature: E.g.:£U-^ (sky), ^i»jt (ground, earth), —£(sun),

gjj (wind) etc.

iv. Miscellaneous: Below is a list of other nouns which are also feminine:

E-g-: (war), *JJ* (wine), Illi (ship), (one of the names of the Hell),

(knife), jti (house), o)S^ (spider),^ (spring), >:

(fire).

Note: Some nouns are used as both masculine and feminine: E.g.: ^—1* (country),

Zr* (soul), £jj (spirit), JU~ (condition), J^- (market), J—1> 0V-~* (Palh )- J*—*
9
!

(finger).

Some masculine nouns also end in the feminine suffix,
u
ta marbuta", however

they are masculine by meaning: E.g.: (caliph), (scholar), *-4*b (preacher),

3jj& (masculine name).
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Pause cifljJl

When we pause on any noun ending in the feminine suffix, "ta marbuta"(o) , the

ta is read as (cLa): E.g.: Lilte (Ayesha is standing.)

Hence, if we pause at &ti, it will be read:

How to make masculine into feminine (nouns and adjectives):

Examples:

(daughter) i—$ - 5+y (son)

(queen) sSUi (king)

(beautiful) &L>- = S+J^l*- (handsome)

Explanatory Note:

Ordinary masculine words may be made feminine by affixing a ta marbuta at the

end of each word as may be seen in the above examples.

If the masculine word is on the pattern .*if, the feminine counterpart is on the

pattern ty** .

Examples:

(Green) -^1 (White) V- '

(Yellow)

a

*i> >
(Red)

(Black)
• ' (Of wheatish

complexion)

(Blue) (Lame)

(Imbecile)
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Rule No. 4:

There are two kinds of nouns with respect to gender: (J) Masculine j

—

A

noun masculine in gender or without any feminine suffix. (2) Feminine (*1—•jf^jc

There are many kinds offeminine nouns e.g.: nouns feminine in gender, nouns made

feminine by attaching a feminine suffix to it (like alif mamdoodah, alif maqsoorah

and ta marbuta) and nouns which arefeminine by usage.

Exercise 1

Make the following masculine words feminine:

4
' - —^» .r

-ar .a

4

hs'...* .v

• *•

* »»

* a " A" . ,

-

JJtfc . T V

jU.rt
*

*, -

oSr ,ie Sfc.il

£-l).iA

^•"VA

oScir .yt
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Exercise 2

Make the nouns and adjectives in the sentences below feminine, by affixing ta

marbuta to each word.
(l)

Example:

(the feminine counterpart of MiSf') ph\ >^^4w

(the feminine counterpart jJ} is ci*) ^ \ JdJJl . T

3fp\j^^ .r

(the feminine of is ifjil when it is defined by the article Jl, it is read

\ .«

- \ *
.V \ .-i^JbUl .1

.i \ .Jjfc&jdl .a

\ .jJoS ^JuJt . ^ •

.\r \ .>L.4J^Jl.\Y

\ .^4Jitii .V6 \ .^iL^L<]l.U

.\v

\ .^h .\\

\ .^li^uii

,Tf

1 NOTE FOR THE TEACHER: The students should attempt to understand the sentences by referring

to the word-list at the end of each lesson. Translation of the sentences should not be given to them and

they should be made to memorize the new words.
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LA\ \ $f , t v \ £»£3 • 1

1

Exercise 3

Fill in the blanks, using the masculine words given within brackets, after making

them feminine as shown in the example:

Example:

i&Ul.t (>^) .\(X^)

C£*I) (^) -p -r

(p-t) 5>j)i.n (Jjjf) .o

0$) kljfcll.A (>^) -v

(^!) j£JI
.

\
. (Csr*^)

*^L^J|
•
^

(
^t)

. \ i ^Jl . \ r

s^li. v a (>^b s>Jji.w

(ji^t) . \ *

Exercise 4

Complete the following sentences by adding appropriate nouns and adjectives as

shown in the example. Pay great attention to the gender:

a),. personal pronoun (I) is used for both masculine and feminine.
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Example:

.^jdJi.n ^jiiJi.o >*J .t

,&U,Vo >^.U '^.\r

.JglLYA i«tap.n

.£>ii.y\ *&^i.y. ij^iJi . > <\

.SSlL-Jl.Yt Sj$.YT L.U.rr

.Jj&iJI:.*. sIi)i.Y«\ S&S..YA

UlJi.ro <iil=

•jlS.Y^ iOaJlTA Si-Uill .rV

liiJi.it Lku.t> 'vjgj.i.

Exercise 5

State why the underlined nouns, in the following Quranic verses, are feminine:

• j*»*J' -A . Ji^j^l'l^l .V
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.yZ^&fc.C. .ST
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Word List

Nouns

Arabic English

Singular Plural

Son

Brother

Sister

9 f f

Earth; land

f
. , i

oOJL-l
*

Teacher

Woman

Governor

Ut
f •

'

I

'
ff You (masculine)

You (feminine)

a f

&f Father

Mother

Veil

School

Mosque

Binoculars

* -

Boy; son

4>g Door
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Nouns

Arabic English

Singular nf x

Plural

* s ' '
- .1 onarpener

JU-O
' *i

"

• »-j L.—

i

vjaruen

COW
* •*.-

ill rl * /iniiuhtpr

* * j

U>- L4j Appie

*' •

- i-

-

l)imil I Iamola 1rupil \IciTidlcJ

Wall

VJUtUU

alii

'

-

Quobus

it' i' '-\\'
uaraen

Qpn/an!ocrvaiu

Maternal uncle

Man

Shelf

Glass

* • ,

Rower

Thief
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Nouns

Arabic English

Pinml

£v t ill

-

While, hour, watcn

* ,> •

Black-board

Curtain

#> 5 „
Carpet

*

XT- Bed

Knife

al* DaaKCL

Sky; heaven

isy / \\ - Li Shorv markel

*—^ J Automobile: car

Street

iilli
*

Window

«• - '

Tree

* »\ Sun

Bag

Companion

Friend

Student

Table
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Nouns

Arabic English

Plural

Doctor

* -
«

\\A>\| Child

id* Scholar

Bride* doll

••

Dnuegroom

* •

Rnx

Paternal unrip

* *,.v
eye

+' >

Rnnmiwuill

Shin

US Pen

* -
_ A Shirt31111

1

•— * Rook

Booklet; note-book

'. '.-

Officials

*. * •>

Museum

Eraser

Teacher

Principal, Director
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Nouns

Arabic
Kinotilnr rlural

- '

•

•

'. * i* j
» "5

- • " j

is
: >

4

English

Fan; ventilator

Ruler

Kitchen

Teacher

Office; desk

King

Hospital attendant; nurse

Handkerchief

Engineer

She

Page; leaf

Hand

Adjectives

Singular

Arabic

Plural

* • * [• -

id

English

Foolish

Lame

Honest

Pakistani
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Nouns

Arabic English

Sinsular Plural

' -
Stingy; mean

V"
Far

*J& Sitting

Ignorant

Sit New

Beautiful

Good

>* * *
Present

* -

Sad

•* - -

»*
Beautiful

Sweet

Alive

Disloyal; treacherous

# -

t'\\ *

.̂»

D / A li fin O i~i i /"i tjixougn, cruuc

Going

Clever

Golden

Merciful; compassionate

Bad
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Nouns

Arabic

Singular Plural

+ • -

+ * <

*

•*

•*

English

Happy

Fat

Strong; severe

Naughty; miserable

Truthful

Good

Small

Narrow

Bad; wicked

Long

Unjust

Just

Iraqi

Absent

Stupid

Rich

Happy

Poor

Standing
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Nouns

Arabic English

rlurai

+
>>

i<

-
Sittinp

—

1"
B ,-

Old

* i
i j j it; jt

if

Near

mm! Short; small; low

k
.- — w

• »»

**.

I Jntrnlhfiil\J 11L1 Ullll Ul

Unbeliever

Dig

Nnhlp* QpTiprniK

Lazv

bort; tender

•>> °>

Believer

Skillful

*•

Diligent

Beloved

J'
j* Bitter

Lofty; high

Awake
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Nouns

Arabic

Singular

*a f 9 '

J)r-4

i °

V. i '

w
* •<'*

: <

Plural

'. .« •

3 '

English

Happy

Egyptian

Harmful

Dark

Closed

Open

Beneficial

Hypocrite

Low

Light

Dead

Asleep

Thin

Lively; brisk; enthusiastic

Clean

Wide

Dirty
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Colours

Singular Dual

Mas.

Fern.

•

M' I** I*'

1VI do. jiiV'J

Fern

Mas

Fern.
•»r i-

9 '

Mas.
\., a

f

Fern.

<*fir

Mas.
' ' • f

Fem.

Mas.

Fem.

Mas.
9

\

Fem.

P/ura/

3

Meaning

Yellow

Blue

Red

Green

Black

White

Of wheatish

colour
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CHAPTER 4 gljll^-yJl

An Introduction to Declension

(The Three Cases)

Explanatory Note:

Examine the Quranic verses in column ^—)! closely. The divine name of &\ is

mentioned in three sentences.

In sentence 1, the last letterM of &\ carries a damma ^—^ (vowel sign «). In the

sentence 2, the *l—» carries /arta, 3—>^», (the vowel sign a) and in the sentence 3, it

-

carries kasra, *'JL£, (the vowel sign *)•

Now consider column v. The word ^J^ 1 is used in three sentences. In sentence 1,

the final letter *b of this word carries a damma u, in sentence 2, it emits fatha a and

in the sentence 3 it carries torn /.
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Similarly in column jr, the final letter *l

—

\ of the word —^ carries a different

vowel sign in all the three sentences in the above-mentioned order.

Thus, it becomes clear that the vowel sign on the final letter of a word keeps

changing according to the grammatical function of the word in the sentence. This

changing of the vowel on the final letter of a word in a statement is known as

V^Vr(Declension). (,)

There are only three case forms of a noun; these have appeared in the above

examples. There is no fourth form. The three case forms are as follows:

Nominative (£—fy): In the first case which is indicated by a damma u on the final

letter, the word is termed: ^y!r*.

Accusative (l.^ "il l); In the second case which is indicated by afatha a on the final

letter, the word is termed: 4-J^^4
.

Genitive Q—^) : In the third case, which is indicated by a kasra i on the final letter,

the word is termed: jYJ^.

Hence, the word Alio the first verse, is ^y^* (i.e. in the nominative case), and in

the second verse, it is \ » (i.e. in the accusative case) and in the third verse, it

isjj^—*^ (i.e. in the genitive case). These three technical terms should be borne in

mind.

A noun may occur in the nominative case due to various reasons. Similarly, there

are different reasons for its appearing in the accusative or the genitive case. This will

be dealt with in detail later Inshallah. The knowledge of the different conditions

" , The student should be able to distinguish clearly between ^i>j.and J&l In the sentence 4--^—^U>.

the kasra Minder the Jtof and the fatha a on cU are known as Jl£_i1; whereas the damma u carried by

the last letter^ is vV!-
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under which a word in a statement may occur in the nominative, accusative or

genitive case is termed jUf" or j^lpipV1'

Rule No. 5:

The case of a word keeps changing with relation to its grammatical function in a

sentence. This changing ofcase is referred to as Declension

A noun may appear in any of the three cases: (I) Nominative (2) Accusative

(3) Genitive (^)

Exercise 1

State whether the underlined words in the Quranic verses below are in the

nominative, accusative or genitive case:

' " The question of declension arises, when a word is mentioned in a statement. j-isHfi* concerns itself

with the statement rather than the isolated word.
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, " Note for the teacher : The sole object of this exercise is to acquaint students with the three cases.
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CHAPTER 5 ^bJi^i

The Singular, the Dual and the Plural

The noun can be classified into three kinds with respect to number. These are:

L The singular a>uJl .>

2. The dual Jul' .Y

3. The plural .T

The Singular Noun and Its Declension J

The singular (^>Ji) is a noun that denotes one referent: E.g.: p

—

Lj (pen), £>L-if

(book), c--j (house)

The case forms of the singular noun have already been mentioned in Chapter 4. To

recapitulate:

A. The Nominative and Its Sign
(1) <l^j£ji^1

A singular noun is said to be ^}—iy whenever it appears with a damma u in a

sentence. Since the damma u is an indication of its being in the nominative case, its

declension is expressed as follows: The conditions under which a noun

may occur in the nominative case will be explained later.

en The nominative case is termed ^1 fru- or The damma u is known as fcSu,
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B. The Accusative and Its Sign'
11 4S&P jOj-^ 1

A singular noun is said to be whenever it is vowelled with a fatha a and it

is declined thus: 4_^LiJl 1>^2-^ . The reasons for the accusative case will be shown

later.

C. The Genitive and Its Sign
2

' &S\p j jj^Ji

A singular noun is said to be j^^_iJwhen it appears with a kasra i and it is

declined as follows: i^-l&b The reasons for the genitive case of a noun will be

explained later.

The Dual Noun and Its Declension *J^J j

The dual (^^J 1 ) is a noun that denotes two referents.

How to form the dual from the singular:

The dual is formed by adding the termination (a/// and nun) to the singular noun.
(3)

Examples:

Two books OLhT = ji +

Two pens OlliS -01 + pJS

Two trees - 01 + 3>i

Two flowers Ob
:

>j - 01 + S>j

(I,
The accusative case is termed ^-Ulii or and the fatha a is known as y^li&P,

,2) The genitive case is termed >Ji or ^J 1 and the tora / is known as jifl CSte,

l| When the definite article J 1 is added to the dual, the latter does not undergo any change. The same

is the case for the sound masculine plural.
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The Dual Noun and its Declension *Jlj*J j ^yui'

Examples:

(nominative - Ar4 ) •0*P Jl^UaJi

if

(accusative - ^ • j*|UaJ»

(genitive - j3j**) .j3UJ»> cJii

Explanatory Note:

The dual terminates in 01 in the nominative case (01—pUJt) and this ^///changes to

in the accusative and genitive cases * (j^JUaJt).

You have observed that the £_ij(the nominative case) of a singular noun is

indicated by Cj» w, whereas, the £—>3 of a dual is indicated by ui—it. The ; (the

accusative case) of a singular noun is indicated by a, whereas the y-a—i of a dual

is indicated by *L. The ^ (the genitive case) of a singular noun is indicated by VjS /,

whereas, the 'j* of a dual is indicated by e-1

—

i. The dual has the same form in both the

accusative and genitive cases.

Exercise 1

Change the following nouns to the dual:

Si .a *uisr .v .i IlJj .o

Igrfui a*£l.>« 5i*LJi .<\

"'The letter preceding eb in the dual invariably bears afatha a.
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c.; .r

'-Oil . T

A

*

* *
"

jwa^ il l

' 'i
OiVl .TV

6 . \ V

jipiiii . x «\

The Two Kinds of Plural

The plural (£—LjJI) is a noun that denotes more than two referents. There are two

types of plurals in Arabic. These are:

a. The broken plural

b. The sound plural J^tJ' J**-!
1 V

The Broken Plural fi£*&\

The broken plural is a plural in which the word pattern of a singular noun is not

retained; instead this breaks in the plural. Hence, the noun is (broken):

Examples:

V *

it

There is no particular rule for forming the broken plural. Sometimes it is formed

merely by altering the vowels w, a, ! i).

Examples:

Id
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And sometimes by omitting a letter,

Example:

And sometimes by adding letters,

Examples:

Declension of the Broken Plural uJ'j^j

The declension of the broken plural is like that of a singular noun, i.e. the short

vowel u —^) for the nominative case; the short vowel a for the accusative

case and the short vowel i for the genitive case. Any exceptions will be stated

later on.

The Sound Plural pJ&l

The sound plural is a plural in which the singular retains its form and the plural is

formed, merely by adding a particular termination. There are two types of the sound

plural:

i. The sound masculine plural J>**&

ii. The sound feminine plural ^ujl^jpl^**-

The sound masculine plural is formed by adding the termination u)j to a singular

noun.

Examples:
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As a general rule, the sound masculine plural can only be used for male human

Declension of The Sound Jliil j&iJl g^Jl 0'>-*!
< ^

Masculine Plural

Examples:

(nominative -
£_y_r*) . l>- o^lfolJl

(accusative - y^) .^^U.Jl o-L'li

(genitive - jj^) J*^*

Explanatory Note:

The sound masculine plural terminates in Jjin the nominative case; i.e. the of

jjis the sign denoting the nominative case of this plural (J^llii t j^lili <. j^JU»).

The j'j of the sound masculine plural changes to ^ in the accusative case ( cj^O>

'J?&* i'jLllS). Hence, the *l> is the indication of the accusative case of this plural.

The j'jof the sound masculine plural changes to cb in the genitive case also. Thus,

it follows that the accusative and the genitive cases are both indicated by fa

Note: The dual and the sound masculine plural both occur with a cl

—

j in the

accusative and genitive cases. The difference is that the letter preceding *U in the dual

carries fatha a and the dy has a kasra i under it. Whereas the letter preceding p\—jin

the sound masculine plural is vowelled with kasra [ and the Jy is vowelled with fatha

a.
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Exercise 2

Change the following nouns to the sound masculine plural:

.t .r

.A .V

M . \ \

.u * *"
• \ °

3u> \ • .v«\ libji A

The sound feminine plural is formed by adding the termination *JJl and l>jSi**li

to a singular noun:

Examples:

»»

ol>JU? = ol + <>JU*

Note: This is added to the final letter of a singular noun. This does not include the

suffix ta marbuta (S) which is superfluous.

The sound feminine plural is used for both, living and non-living / inanimate

objects.
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Declension of the Sound

Feminine Plural

Examples:

(nominative -^j*y)

(accusative -mj«ai*)

(genitive- jj^)

Explanatory Note:

The sound feminine plural is vowelled with damma u in the nominative case

(sentence 1), with kasra i in the accusative case (sentence 2), and with kasra i in the

genitive case (sentence 3).

Hence, it follows that the accusative and genitive cases are both indicated by kasra

i

Exercise 3

Change the following singular nouns to the sound feminine plural:

*^rlj . T • %d^A CJU-.U Cs\i.\v
«* x- x

S^H.Yo Or*^.Ti liilli.Yr l^lT.YY
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Rule No. 6:

L With relation to number there are three kinds of nouns (a) Singular (>>->-»).• One

which denotes one referent, (b) Dual (urJiiJl); One which denotes two referents, (c)

Plural One which denotes more than two referents.

2. A singular noun may be made dual by adding the termination

3. There are two kinds of plurals: (a) The broken plural (^—O£—^Jt) (b) The

sound plural (^lUi^l^Jl). The sound plural is oftwo kinds: (i) The sound masculine

plural (JJ&ll (ii) The soundfeminine plural (JJlIjV ^JJlJl

The sound masculine plural is made by adding the termination (0 j). The sound

feminine plural is made by adding the termination

Rule No. 7:

7. The nominative case of a singular noun is indicated by a damma — the

accusative case by afatha (^i)and the genitive case by a kasra C°j~^)-

2. The nominative case of a dual is indicated by —tf) whereas the accusative and

the genitive cases are indicated by a (*V) vWf/z afatha preceding it.

3. Waow (j) indicates the nominative case of a sound masculine plural and it is

changed to (with a kasra preceding it) in the accusative and the genitive cases.

4. Damma indicates the nominative case and kasra indicates the genitive and the

accusative cases ofa soundfeminine plural

The broken plural is declinedjust like any other singular nounJ
1 *

(,) Unless it is a diptote in the indefinite form in which case the genitive is indicated by a fatha

instead of a kasra. E.g.: ^^>j^^(They are in different schools)
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Exercise 4

Translate into Arabic:

1. A glass. 2. Entrants.

3. A chair. 4. Watches.

5. Two lips. 6. Two eyes.

7. A woman. 8. Two trees.

9. Two rooms 10. Two copies.

1 1 . Two ankles. 12. Two women.

13. Sitting men. 14. Two elbows.

15. Two springs. 16. Fasting men.

17. Two villages. 18. Diligent men.

19. Two windows. 20. Two witnesses.

21. Some teachers. 22. Two carpenters.

23. Patient women. 24. Some craftsmen.

25. Two liars, (fern.) 26. Two shoemakers.

27. Two young girls. 28. A hypocrite, (fem.)

29. Travellers, (fern.) 30. Many blacksmiths.

3 1 . Some truthful men. 32. A hypocrite, (mas.)

33. Two teachers, (fem.) 34. Two thieves, (fem.)

35. Many believers.(mas.) 36. Two students, (fem.)

37. Two successful women. 38. Two fasting women.

39. Non-purdah observing women. 40. Two almsgiving women.

Exercise 5

Identify the dual, the sound masculine plural and the sound feminine plural in the

following Quranic verses:
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' ** ** * ^ *

^ a&fli Dj4*dJi a^r^i S^xiii djIuji aj^Q'i Iviiii . > r

^llijlj ^ui^Jlj ^!i^Jlj ^AbUljo^&tj^yjjij
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Word List

Arabic English

Singular
Nlai nnnAiir 1 Tom iiNcignDOur ^rem.;

*
f\ S 1 til 1 1 Li WUIIloIl

buDmissive

Opponent

OUC- WI1U ICllIClllUCIJt

Returning

une wno Kneels

uomraae, accomplice

Husband; wife

** -

'

une wno dows

*

JLpLC-
Fore-arm

Stupid

e Easy

l nanKiui

Patient

* • * Difficult

2, >

JU One led astray

* if Worshipper

An obedient woman
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Arabic

Singular

9

Si'**'

English

Village

Shoulder

Sleeve

Non-purdah observing

woman
Purdah observing woman

Alms-giving woman

Speaker; a transmitter of

Prophetic traditions

Woman educator; nurse maid

Wet nurse

Elbow

Author

English

Ankle

Blacksmith

Carpenter

Craftsman

Entrant

Glass

Shoemaker

Arabic

4^

s.

Plural

' r
*.l

-
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English

Singular

spring

Successful * {.

Lip

Young girl

Arabic

Plural
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CHAPTER 6 ^iUi^j-dl

The Arabic Sentence

In Arabic, there are two types of sentences:

1 . The Nominal Sentence >

2. The Verbal Sentence • r

The Nominal Sentence is a sentence which begins with a noun and comprises of

a subject and a predicate. The Verbal Sentence is that which begins with a verb and

has two basic components, the verb and its subject.

Examples:

Nominal Sentences:

The student is hard-working. .j*p^>LJ\U\

The two pens are expensive. .

The teachers are present. .0}^>L> j^Ji-Ji

Verbal Sentences:

The teachers arrived. -
Ojil*Ji

Zaid is writing the lesson.

I write the lesson. -a"^
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The Nominal Sentence r, ai^Ji

Explanatory Note:

The nominal sentence is made up of two parts. The first part is termed i.> t!

j

.H (the

subject). The second part is called (the predicate).

E.g.: .L£*'^j>\

(subject) lav

(predicate)^
The subject is generally definite while the predicate is indefinite. Both the subject

and predicate are (i.e. in the nominative case).
U)

The predicate conforms to the subject in two respects:

In number: If the subject is singular, the predicate is also singular. (See sentence 1

in all three columns). The same applies to the dual and the plural. (See sentences 2 in

all three columns and sentence 3 in columns and £-).

If the subject is the plural of an inanimate object, the predicate is generally

feminine singular, (with ta marbuta). (See sentence 3 column J$.)

In gender: If the subject is masculine, the predicate is masculine and if the subject is

feminine, the predicate is feminine.

<lf The nouns occurring as subject and predicate arc among the reasons for its being in the nominative

case.
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Rule No. 8:

There are two kinds ofArabic Sentences. The Nominal sentence —*ifl *_LUJl)

and the Verbal sentence (**&^ Ail*Jt).

The Nominal sentence begins with a noun and is made up of the subject
(
U :!J i)

an*/ predicate Both ofthem occur in the nominative case.

The predicate conforms to the subject with respect to number and gender, except if

the subject is the plural of an inanimate object, in which case the predicate is

feminine singular.

Exercise 1

Fill in the blanks with appropriate predicates:

o'vuJi .r iltu . y jb^lJi a

^rirlji .<\ gg.uSi .a ai^M .v

^jiyJi.u oil>M.

5f9JI . \ e tt>3l . i £ . i r

. \ a jihilji . i v $1 . i 1

t " '
f

. Y * Ji'x^lt . Y . cXfii\ . \ )

otr,iUi . r '

f
. r t
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Exercise 2

Change the subjects and the predicates in the following sentences from masculine

to feminine:

Example:

. a^u* tL>jlJ>\ j^u* ^jiii

•S^Suji ^D^1 - a •j&*^S* .v

Exercise 3

Change the noun form of the subjects in the sentences below from singular to

broken plural, then change the form of the predicate accordingly:

Examples:

.^Ji>3Ji .i x^'jYj^s . a .v

^lajl . \ y . ^ ^ 6l£13l . \

.

.J^.^3l.VA .t5j|^|iLVY .^^iO.n

(1) NOTE: The students should bear in mind that the feminine of J—ii' is on the pattern —^. In

accordance with the rule, the feminine form will be used for the plural of inanimate objects.
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'

Exercise 4

Translate the following sentences into Arabic:

I . Prices are high.

3. Faces are radiant.

5. Eyes are lowered.

7. The cats are thirsty.

9. The cows are lean.

II. The goblets are laid.

15. Hearts are trembling.

17. The plates are broken.

19. The sisters are righteous.

21. The carpet is expensive.

23. Both the tables are clean.

25. The gardens are beautiful.

27. All the windows are open.

29. Both the doctors are skillful.

3 1 . The labourers are Muslims.

33. The teachers are softhearted.

35. The teachers are Pakistanis.

37. The Hindus are unbelievers.

2. The sky is clear.

4. The roofs are high.

6. The shirts are blue.

8. The sun is shining.

10. The walls are white.

12. The airport is nearby.

14. The station is remote.

16. Fatima is very clean.

18. The rose is beautiful.

20. The teachers are sitting.

22. Both the villages are far.

24. The women are destitute.

26. The fathers are believers,

28. Both the bakers are honest.

30. Both the gardens are fruitful.

32. The two maternal aunts are ill.

34. The female child is standing.

36. The messengers are truthful.

38. The two windows are open.



39. The two teachers are Iraqis.

41. The travellers are frightened.

43. The two beds are comfortable.

45. Both the flowers are blooming.

47. The carpenters are hardworking.

49. The mattresses are placed in line.

40. Both the women are truthful.

42. All the museums are famous.

44. The two Mujahideen are brave.

46. The Mujahideen are victorious.

48. The maternal uncles are doctors.

50. Both the female students are

diligent.

Exercise 5

The following sentences have grammatical errors. State the errors and then

rewrite the sentences in rectified form:

.JL^V^I .A

o|-/UoL.L.,/Jl.Y-

-
.0

Sr*' -* "

Exercise 6

Use the following words in sentences:

ggft .Y 4*p .\

> .A 53UJI .V
'. •

' . > °\.

j*»>Jl . 1 UJIp .0
<*

Sf^Jl . \ Y jy*ZA\ . \ \

. \ 1 S&i.vr

'^yU\ . \ «\
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OLL'j^Jl .YY

^ULllI . Y Y gCj&Ji . Y \

p|Vl . Y «\

Exercise 7

Supply suitable subjects for the following predicates:

.r

.A

\ ' -

.1

.i

.v

.1

Examples (in Declension):

(Knowledge is beneficial.) .^iU^LJl

(The two scholars are pious.). Ol^oUJl^Jl

(The believers are successful.). 0^4^ 6>u>Jl

Note: When declining any noun, three factors are taken into consideration.

The grammatical function of the noun, for instance, it may be the subject of the verb

or its object or the subject of a nominal sentence or its predicate etc.

The case in which the word has occurred in accordance with its grammatical

function, that is whether it is in the nominative, accusative or genitive case. In order

to know this, we refer to the rules of grammar. While declining the above-mentioned

sentences we have applied two rules of grammar: (a) ^y^LuLJl (b) ^*y- *Jm\9
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The sign denoting the £»j, the nominative case, with regard to the word. You have

learnt that the £j, the nominative case, of a singular noun is indicated by a damma,

and the j of a dual is indicated by alif and that of the sound masculine plural

is indicated by a jlj.

Similarly, when declining a word in the accusative case, the vowel sign (2

—

indicating the accusative form depends on whether the noun is singular, dual, sound

masculine plural or sound feminine plural etc.

Exercise 8

Decline the subject and the predicate in the following sentences:
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Word List

Nouns

Arabic English

Singular Plural

Father; fore-father

> -*
Couch; sofa

i ,4,
Preacher

^> Path

fe -> J
Orange (the fruit)

s>:> Cow

Apple
* 5 ^

Refrigerator

* rt

Stitched cloth

Butcher

i« •

Soldier

% Field

Baker

VeilT w1

1

• Tailor

Lesson

Register

Shop

Medicine

Messenger
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Nouns

Arabic English

Singular Plural

&L. Curtain

*°

J*?
Price; cost

Ceiling; roof

Knife

Dyer

* • -
Plate

Goldsmith; jeweller

V'' Guest

<•

Food

3^ Labor

^> Fruit

;>> Mattress

- 2fc<5 Cup

1

Cauldron

**

* '

*
Tom-cat

•
Heart

Fabric; cloth

«H Goblet

& Water

*
Table; dining table

Lecture
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Nouns

Arabic English

Singular Plural

Station

Mirror

Traveller

Airport

' H? Key

Chair; bench

ail.
*

Spoon

III. King

Minaret

Stove

Cat

i •

Hindu, Indian

Face

*-;•-
Rose

Day

Adjectives

Arabic English

Singular Plural

lyjS* b'yLs^ Wretched; poor

4-*£ fc>j?g3 Tired; exhausted
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Adjectives

Arabic English

Singular Plural

* . i
Costly, Valuable

it Sharp

Skillful

Ml

Hot

Unsuccessful; failing

- ' ,

Afraid

«• *-
Submissive; humble

<< 1 '

Merciful

>» 9 '

Cheap

i .
-

Generous

Fortunate

Thankful

Lofty (e.g. mountain)

* .
•* '

Brave

Strict

Affectionate

* -

Unfortunate

Lost

Laughing

#
•

Big; heavy

Weak
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Adjectives

Arabic

Singular

* ° i

# .. • -

# 0) '

c^5

Plural

English

Tall

Good; pleasant

Thirsty

Short

Strong

Brilliant; shining

Married

Awake; watchful

Fruitful

Diligent; hardworking

Comfortable

Laid

m

Famous

To be lined up

Shining

Obedient

Opened (of a blossom)

Successful
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Adjectives

Arabic English

Singular Plural

Destitute

Honoured

a »

Broken

* * r

Cr^ Interesting

JJ— Torn

*

A ~\ A Vigilant

Victorious

Ketinea, cultured

Put; laicL

4 -

Blooming

* -

Clear

* - r
Throbbing (of the heart);

trembling

*£'
Hard; rough; difficult

s -

^-5 Loyal
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CHAPTER 7 ^Ul^j-Ul

Prepositions
}

Examples:

The bird is on the branch. -Cr^ 1 J* 'J^ • ^

Fatima is going to the market. . JpJl %li *~Jf^ . \

The desk is made of wood. .
*~~^>Jl^ vli^Jl • ^

The car belongs to Zaid. £jJ S^ 1^ 1
• *

The student is in the class. J-^ 1 ^» ilJlJaJl •

'0 s >

Ayesha is like the moon. . -f
lsJlS' JLSJl*

.

*

The story is about the princess. . jj§$H ^S4J| • Y

I wrote with the pen. .jjiib c-I^ - A

Explanatory Note:

The above-mentioned sentences contain the following prepositions: —Ji^ S c^p

J* '<Ji l£tl 4 anc* —i' These particles precede a noun and take it in the genitive case.

You have observed in the above-mentioned sentences that the nouns following

prepositions are all vowellcd with —fi. Their declension may be expressed thus:

"'These are termed or">J^^".
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In sentence I, the noun "j-^a—«jf is in the genitive case because it is preceded by a

preposition . The sign denoting the genitive case of this noun is —f because it is

singular.

All in all, there are seventeen prepositions, but, for the present, the following will

suffice:

1. On or above .s

Zaid is sitting on the ground.

The books are on the shelf.

' 1 AilfA Mt^lC f\t i rffc till
i owaras, ai , io 9 iiu

\

1

• T

I washed the arm till the elbow.

Zaid is looking at the sky.

3. From, of, since, than etc. .r

Saleem is returning from the village.

The orange is among (the) fruits.

The trunk is made of iron.

Khalid is bigger than Saleem.

The cat is smaller than the dog.

(I) ^sl is on the pattern of 3— When two objects are compared to each other, to the disadvantage of

one, we use J^-Jj^l (the Elative) e.g. (bigger); (smaller); (more beautiful); JL-^j

(further). No nunation is used in the above-mentioned example, its form will not change irrespective

of whether the subject is masculine or feminine, singular, dual or plural.
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4. For, belonging to (f^
1)—

\
•*

Generally, this (ft) laam is used for denoting possession or any kind of

association or connection:

All praise is for Allah.

I said to Zaid.
7"[ '

i
-

The horse belongs to Khalid.

5. In j .0

The boy is in the room.

The pens are in the drawer.

6. For resemblance

c

This is known as the kaafof comparison

The thankful eater is like the

patient faster.

Zaid is like a lion.

ii l>ir>.
/

-

7. From, about .V

I asked about the teacher. AW

The mosque is far from the house.

8. In, with, at , on etc. .A

In the name of Allah, the

Beneficent, the Merciful.

I ate with the spoon.

Zaid is in the mosque.
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The Dual in the Genitive Form jjj*^

Examples:

The books belong to the two (male) students. -js^lJaiJ s-^ 1
• ^

Zaid and Saleem are like two brothers. ^-SfLT^I^-j

The two children (mas.) are sleeping on the
•

e '
Jjl Ap jUJU oSukll r

two beds. ' '
'

The men are travelling to the two villages. -jA^ 1 Jl - i

The children are in the two rooms. -J**^ IJt^J^ •

I searched for the two children. -c^*^ {j* CJ>u . 1

Explanatory Note:

You have learnt that the noun following a preposition is jYj—^ (in the genitive

case). In a singular noun, the genitive is indicated by the kasra /, while in the dual it

is indicated by 4** (The alif of the dual changes to s-^.)

In the first example is j]j— because it is preceded by the preposition

(—1) . The genitive is indicated by *l

—

i since the noun is dual. Its declension will be

expressed as: Jjj** is**

The Sound Masculine Plural and gjfe j JJ>ili

its Genitive Indication

Examples:

Khalid is among the righteous. . j^UJUaJl 'ja jJli- . \

Peace be upon the prophets. . \

The houses belong to the teachers. .^Mo^ll . r
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The thankful eaters are like the ' • '
fL^lTjV/^^^lWi . t

patient fasters. ^ tIEr ^ ^
There is no good in the innovators. .

^Ic-jillll jjs* Si •

I went to the legal scholars. •2r^^ 1 ^! ^4*^ ^

Explanatory Note:

The genitive in the sound masculine plural is indicated by i\—j. In sentence 1

jI>JUa—(lis in the genitive form because it is preceded by the preposition j— The

indication of the genitive case of the sound masculine plural is The letter

preceding *b is vowelled by kasra i and its declension will be expressed as:

The Sound Feminine Plural and its *>r j j^tfJl dJjill ^U-

Genitive Indication

The sound feminine plural occurs in the genitive form like any singular noun i.e.

with a kasra L

Examples:

The veils are for the girls. .oLuU^l^l . \

Ayesha is among the righteous. .ol^JUaJl jaa£S\* . \

I asked about the students. . ol^UaJl^ cJL- . r
«*

The Prepositional Phrase tUagJi i^S

The phrase comprising a preposition and the noun following it (j'/j-J*^ jjU-) is

termed "UlaJl aLa" in Arabic grammar.
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If the subject (t-i-J£Ji) in a nominal sentence —^ -—L^Ji) is followed by a

prepositional phrase CjYj**-* 3 J^O- This prepositional phrase is termed the predicate:

E.g.: JpJ^^Jl

In this sentence, ^^O'is the subject and the following phrase s—i&LJl^ is its

predicate.

Often 5

—

LjJi-u—^precedes its subject, in which case the subject is an indefinite

noun : E.g.: (There is a student in the class) .ilJlk J^aiJl
J*

The predicate (
i

)Uii\
J>)

in this construction is termed 4i5^ 4*' '•

While the subject is termed
rt^j£us£" because it occurs later contrary to

the usual sequence.

Examples:

Zaid has a sister.

There is good in the believers.

The two principals have two cars.

Declension of Diptotes

Examples:

Ayesha is older than Fatima.

I prayed in many mosques.

I passed by a desert.

- <
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Explanatory Note:

In Arabic, there are certain types of nouns which are never "nunized" i.e. they

never bear nunation (tanween). Such nouns are known as diptotes —
Or ^^aJl^ <Pj^-* ft U--l .

These nouns are distinguished by another characteristic; their genitive is indicated

by afatha a in the accusative case.
(I)

Diptotes include several proper nouns 1
' ( 3—a**^ t —fiP ) , some broken

plurals (-U-Ll—* t£jlj—i); those nouns which end wi alif-ut-ta'nees al-mamdoodah.

(Si)juJl E.g.: £tS# etc.

In sentence no. 1,5—lUiis in the genitive case because it is preceded by the

preposition j". The genitive indication is &fatha a, not a kasra /, the reason being

that it (the noun, Fatima) is a diptote. The declension of this noun is as follows:

The words -^Ll^and in sentence 2 and 3 respectively, are j— —

^

because they are diptotes. Besides these there are other kinds of diptotes which will

be dealt with in the third volume of this book.

Rule No. 9:

If a noun is preceded by a preposition (5—* ^>-) it occurs in the genitive case.

Some prepositions are: <>—
\ ^Jf^J^ <—£

(1>
This is when these nouns are indefinite (i.e. free from the definite article "JO and do not occur as

the first term of an Idafa phrase.

121
All the female proper names and masculine proper names ending in ^#jm)s (6ig.:*—%0 ) are

diptotes.
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Rule No. 10:

The preposition (5—* — along with the noun after it (jjj— make up a

prepositional phrase (j

—

U*JIa-— The prepositional phrase can occur as the

predicate (^) in a nominal sentence.

Exercise 1

Fill in the blanks with suitable prepositions:

** ** .* -

MA $h
Exercise 2

Fill in the blanks with suitable nouns in the genitive case:

tf'M^ ^ fr>

Jk&i&M ^.^^ijl.A &£U.v
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?

Exercise 3 (A)

Change the underlined nouns in the genitive case to the dual (bearing in mind the

declension of the dual):

Example:

.6*
•

.5

-* -

' «* .. J -

(B)

Change the following singular genitive nouns to the plural form (paying attention

to the declension of the sound masculine plural):
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Exercise 4

Translate the following sentences into Arabic:

1. The tea is in the cup. 2. Zaid has two friends.

3. The food is for the poor. 4. There are stars in the sky.

5. Fatima is going to Ayesha. 6. The refugees are in the tent.

7. The chair is made of wood. 8. Is there anyone in the room?

9. The clothes are in the trunk. 10. There is a tree in the garden.

11. Zaid is taller than Su'aad.
(1)

12. The Bedouins are in a desert.

13. The watches are on the shelf. 14. The two doctors have a clinic.

15. There are two ships on the sea. 16. Is there anything on the shelf?

17. The books are for the students. 18. Khalid is younger than Saleem.

19. The brothers (dual) have a sister. 20. Does this pen belong to Khadija?

21. Do the shops belong to the tailors? 22. Are the villages in the mountains?

23. There are degrees for the believers. 24. There are two shops in the market.

25. Th e houses belong to the engineers. 26. The tools belong to the carpenters.

27. Are the bakers poorer than the 28. The mosque is more beautiful than

dyers? the school.

29. Zaid and Saleem are like twin 30. There is a crowd in both the

brothers.
(2) markets.

31. The elephant is bigger than the 32. The two pilgrims are returning from

camel. Mecca.

33. The two boys are taller than the two 34. Two poor women are standing at

girls. the door.

35. The two female servants are in the 36. The girls are sitting in the

kitchen. classroom.

U) Su'aad:^~
(2) Twins:0Ct>

:
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37. The tailoress is more skilled than 38. The female student is going to the

the tailor. principal.

39. Are the vegetables in the 40. His tongue is as sharp as a sword.

refrigerator? (lit His tongue is like a sword)

Exercise 5

Use the following nouns in sentences, using them in the genitive form preceded

by prepositions:

Example:

« "CMkA jlilJl.A $&Vi.v oi^i.n

Exercise 6

Decline the underlined nouns in the following sentences:

•i^e*0|&».r ^^fiu
Exercise 7

Pick out the nouns taken in the genitive case by prepositions from the following

Quranic verses:
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Word List

Nouns

English Arabic

Plural Singular

Camel

Someone

Frame
* >

Tools m ill

Rush; crowd

Silk

Exam

Sea; ocean
* • * * +. * *• '

Bedouin # 5<^
•*

Blessing

Pond; puddle; pool h
Twins j^Olif>: (dual)

Prize

Mountain

Camel
«•

Pilgrim E
,

Wood

Vegetables

Tent
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Nouns

English Arabic

Plural Singular

Tailor

Drawer; desk
C. J

**

Cunhoard

neaa, leaaer

nuwci
t, • -

Sneed

* . t
2 : | j

.

Sky

i i nu wan, i.iMiii. •aid

Sword > A i - "

Car lJVj! .Illy
J

-

Tpa

Missile Rnrkpt
9

(
' "

Desert 'r°
'

Trunk
* • l"'

Pharmacy; drugstore

Airplane

Cover; plate

Class; grade (of a school) J*-
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English

Cup

Elephant

Train

Star

Refugees

Tongue

Curse

Match; contest

Wallet; brief-case

Town; city

Clinic

Poor; beggar; miserable

Study

Rain

Playground

Woman

Star

Cash; money

There

Nouns

Arabic

Plural Singular

<
°.

*

;LJt
->

^ --

,1 «—P 1

J MP*

w

*
—

'
uw? y""

* . ' m >

v< •

.

*

>
• •* •

**

« •
'

;

*>'.:
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CHAPTER 8 ^UJl^jJl

Demonstrative Pronouns

Demonstrative Pronouns for Near

Distance

Examples:

This is a student.

These are two

students, (fern.)

These are

students, (fern.)

This is a student,

(mas.)

These are two

students, (mas.)

These are students,

(mas.)

These are pens.

These are trees.

> > *

Explanatory Note:

The demonstrative pronoun is a type of definite noun. The above-mentioned

examples illustrate demonstrative pronouns which are used to refer to (point to) what

is close at hand.

l-x* is masculine singular, J*-i*is masculine dual, is feminine singular, j^Uis
» >\

feminine dual and (masculine and feminine) plural.
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Inanimate objects and animals are considered singular feminine for all

grammatical purposes. Therefore, the demonstrative pronoun for feminine singular

(o.j^) is used to refer to these. (Sentence 4 and 5)

The object or person referred to is said to be: j^jU*

Demonstrative Pronouns for Far

Distance

Examples:

That is a woman.

Those are two

women.

Those are women.

.0 That is a man.

Those are two

men.

Those are men.

Those are houses.

Those are gardens.

Explanatory Note:

Demonstrative pronouns for far off distance are used to refer to distant objects,

dlii is masculine singular, dkli is masculine dual, d& is feminine singular, dLJUis

feminine dual and —-Jj'is (masculine and feminine) plural. The demonstrative

,. •

pronoun for singular feminine (*iJ—fc) is used for the plural of inanimate objects and

animals. (Sentences 4 and 5)

The Demonstrative Phrase <L£'yA\
* o **

I

*

i^A;LU(This is a student.) is a complete sentence that makes complete sense. * If

the demonstrative pronoun occurs with a noun defined by the article (J'), this

J of and 43pli- is termed "fallfniniauiiD

11

U*is the subject and iUiis its predicate.
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i—ayO IJ—* (This student) is not a complete sentence; rather it is a phrase. A

predicate must be added to complete the sentence. E.g.: .Jfh JgJSl li* (This student

(l)
is clever.).

Declension of the Demonstrative

Pronouns

In the genitive In the accusative In the nominative

Explanatory Note:

In sentence 1, the demonstrative pronoun »J—* is the subject. According to the

general rule, it should be in the nominative case. However, there is no indication of

f i

the nominative case on it. In sentence 2,U—*is the object of a verb, namely in the

accusative case. However it bears no sign denoting the accusative case. In sentence

3, *j—*is preceded by a preposition. However, there is no evidence of the genitive

case on it. It becomes clear that the demonstrative pronoun retains its form in all

three cases (namely, the vowel of its final letter is static).

Such nouns which retain their form in all three cases are termed (Invariable).

After examining the above-mentioned examples, it may be noted that if the

demonstrative pronoun qualifies a noun defined by the article the declension of the

< " Occasionally, the demonstrative pronoun may occur as the subject and its predicate is defined by

the article J» Rg.fi l™1lj>-it ii-JS. Generally, in such a case, a pronoun is interspersed between the

demonstrative pronoun and its predicate. This pronoun agrees with the demonstrative noun in gender

and number and is known as"J^i the pronoun of separation e.g. y> iUi.
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demonstrative pronoun will become evident on this noun. In oliij^^ 1 ^ is the

subject; due to being invariable, the form has remained the same. However, the sign

denoting the nominative case appears on^LJ&X Compare this with sentence 2 and

3.
(I)

All demonstrative pronouns are invariable with the exception of JU* and

which are declined like the dual. Namely, they have u$ in the nominative case (see

sentence 4) and *l—a in the accusative and genitive cases (see sentence 5 and 6). The

definite noun following them will agree with them in case.

Rule No. 11:

01j—* cOt—JU cjU

—

a t?j

—

a tU* are Demonstrative Pronouns for near distances

—jljt tdL-JU tdl—jli t<U—| tdUi are Demonstrative Pronouns forfar distances

/?w/<? M>. 72;

77^ Demonstrative Pronoun and the noun after it made definite by the article (Jl)

Arate up r/tf Demonstrative Phrase jli^ 4-0^')-

tfw/e Ato. 73;

A// t>/ r/ze singular and plural demonstrative pronouns are invariable (^—^)

//zey retain f/ze/r ./brm in a// the three cases, whereas the dual demonstrative

pronouns are variable (4->>-^) i.e. their form keeps on changing, hence they are

declined like any other dual noun.

,n
In is the adjective ofili.
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Exercise 1

Write suitable demonstrative pronouns for far distance before the following

nouns:

.r
. Y _ .i

.0 _ .t

.\

Y

'C^ — .A

.11

_ .v

_ .\ •

1 M _.ir

. \A .IV .in

.y\

.Yt .rr

_.ii

.YY

«*

.TV .Yn _-Yo

.r.

.rr

.rn

• Y *\

.rr

To

.YA

_.r\

_.ri

.1*1 .Y*A _.rv

.IT «t\ .1 •

.£1 _.£Y"

'• <
' (J .U .iv .11

.0 .
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Exercise 2

Fill in the blanks with suitable nouns:
i

JjUlf .A .
oJjb .V .

jUU .1 . ilsJM .o

Exercise 3

Fill in the blanks with the appropriate forms of the nouns given in parenthesis:

Example:

&j) - r —#i -t ^

—

iiy A

3& *i —^4 -a (H^)—0>> - v

\ T (ii) . \ \ (Ll^T) »ii , V.

( U».\A . \ V (jio*-) • . \
-

Exercise 4

Make necessary changes in the following sentences by forming the dual and then

the plural from the demonstrative pronouns:

Example:
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.ki^*Jiui .v

Exercise 5

Fill in the blanks with suitable predicates:

.1

aJjUJI (OA .

k^idiL- .v

' , *

Exercise 6

Translate the following sentences and phrases into Arabic:

Example:

This is a book. .j^LL*

This book.

This book is beneficial.

I. This towel.

3. This is a fan.

5. These clothes.

7. This fan is fast.

9. Those children.

II. Those are rooms.

2. This fan.

4. These chairs.

6. Those rooms.

8. This is a towel.

10. These are chairs.

12. These windows.
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13. Ihis root is high. 14. inis towel is dry.

15. Is this shop open/ i o. is this roou coiu /

1 /. Is this tree rruitlul

/

i o. i nis ndnuKercnici

.

19. Those are children. zu. i nese are ciotnes.

Zl. is this Dasket clean/ LL. 1 IlcSC IWU IlUI^Ca.

Zj. l nese are two norses. lJlCoC dJC wlllUUWa.

25. This is a handkerchief. Zo. 1 nese ciotnes are wet.

Z/. lhose rooms are open. Zo. Are tnose men stupia:

29. These two carpets are red. 3U. is tnis woman nonest/

3 1 . Are those teachers Iraqis I 3Z. 1 nose travellers are urea.

3j. is tnis student (Tern.; new: j4. inose cnuurcn ore dwdRc.

35. These windows are closed. 3D. inis nanaKercniei is clean.

37. lhese two norses are switt. 3o. l nese cnairs are comioitaoie.

39. Axe these two students diligent? ^-u. Are mose leacners i_/gypiiaiis

:

41 . These two houses are beautiful. 4Z. i nese two men are liars ana an inose

men are truiniui.

43. The children (mas.) are in those two 44. i am going 10 tnese mums ^icgai

rooms. scholars).

45. These two prizes are for those two 46. Those are female teachers and these

students (mas.). are male teachers.

47. The fruits are in these two baskets

and the vegetables are in that basket.

Exercise 7

Pick out the demonstrative pronouns in the following Quranic verses and give

their form:
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•r&Jy/, 'j*^' JL^-^ J'-A*
• ^ A

' ' • ' u . ' T. * ;' - •
1
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.

CHAPTER 9 t-blij-j^i

Detached Personal Pronouns in the

Nominative Form

Examples:

Personal Pronouns of the Third j)*-*

Person*
!)

9 "

Personal Pronouns of the Second Person ylk»Ji jSUJp

II)

Personal pronouns are definite.
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Personal Pronouns of the

First Person

Explanatory Note:

The underlined words in the above examples are detached pronouns in the

nominative case. These denote the third person or the second person or the first

person. They occur only in the nominative case and generally appear as the subject of

a nominal sentence. They are termed J*a—£ (detached) since they are not added to

nouns, verbs, prepositions etc., instead they occur independently in written form as

well as in pronunciation.

The following chart contains all the forms of the detached personal pronouns (in

the nominative case).

First person Second person Third person

Singular
(Mas. & Fem.) (Fem.) (Mas.)

^— 3*

(Fem.) (Mas.)

Dual

• •

:

(Mas. & Fem.)

cM
(Mas. & Fem.) (Mas. & Fem.)

Plural

* • <

(Mas. & Fem.)

Cr»>— e 1

(Fem.) (Mas.) (Fem.) '(Mas.)
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Rule No. 14:

The Detached Pronouns —iiJl^JUi—)») a/ways occur independently in the

nominative case, generally as the subject in a nominal sentence. These are: t^*c^A

cUl tjil c^l ;Uii ccjl tcJl t^-A t^-A.

Exercise 1

Substitute appropriate pronouns of the third person for the nouns in the following

sentences:

•VST J^A~" • '

3j^3£S -A .jJ*i£&S .V

, - i

You have learnt that the plural of inanimate objects and animals is considered feminine singular for

grammatical purposes. Hence, the singular feminine pronoun will be used here.
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Exercise 2

Form the dual and then the plural from the singular pronouns in the following

sentences and make the necessary changes:

Example:

fft^l^stfUcJlt.YY " > o * ^ J * , , ,

Exercise 3

Fill in the blanks with suitable predicates*
2

*

:

.fJ -A .v

.y

.1

>.1

(1) Us*means "very". It always occurs in the accusative case.

(2) NOTE FOR THE TEACHER: Every student should till in the blanks with a different predicate.

Consequently, several sentences will be formed from one.
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Exercise 4

Translate the following sentences in to Arabic:

1 . Is she absent/
<-*

2. Are we rich?

3. Is he sleeping? 4.
Tit e\

Is she happy?

5. They are poor. 6. Are they Iraqis?

7. Are they tired? o
0. Are you both ill?

9. Are they nurses? 10.
* 1 M A A 1 — 1

They are truthful.

11. No, I am Zainab. 12. Are you Ayesha?

13. They are Pakistanis.
1 A
14. Is she an Egyptian /

15. Are they (both) sad/ 16. I am sitting here.

17. No, we are engineers.
1 o
18.

A —— ..... / 1 \ L ~ _ „ « QAre you (pi.) honest/

1 c\ \\ / i_ j (2)
19. We are happy today.

1
20. Are they both awake?

21. You (pi.) are negligent. 22. Are you (pi.) doctors?

23. Are you (mas.) married? 24. Are you both brothers?

25. Are they going to school? 26. They are skilled tailors.

27. Are they (fern.) Egyptians? 28. No, we are both friends.

29. Are you (mas. plural) angry? 30. Are they (fern.) frightened?

31. Are they (dual) present today? 32. Are they (pi.) small children?

33. Are they travelling by plane?
(3>

34. You (pi.) are Muslim mothers.

35. They (fern.) are pleasant- natured. 36. Is she careless to this extent?
<4)

37. Are you (fern.) going to the market? 38. They (fern, plural) are married.

» Here: &
(2)Today:#»
(3)

Travelling by: —
(4) To this extent: aiil& Jl
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39. Is the servant lazy? No, he is very 40. They are both ready for the journey,

active.

41. He is responsible for the cleanliness 42. How are these books? Are they

of the school. useful?

Exercise 5

Pick out the detached personal pronouns from the following Quranic verses and

state the form of every pronoun:
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Word List
Arabic

Singular Plural

English

(Race) horse; charger

* »** •*
Hungry (fem.

Shoe

Donkey

Angry

^> Charming; pleasant-natured

£i Darkness; gloom

Battle; fight

Worried; anxious

jidr Lazy; negligent

-*
Directed; headed

Skillful

Responsible for

*

- - «
•

-
•«

Hospital

Ready; prepared
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CHAPTER 10

The Adjectival Phrase

Examples:

Gender

*i "r •
'

'
'

Declension (Nominative,

Accusative, Genitive)

oj>* <v>«*c^>»

(>JI) . ^ T

Deflniteness and Indefiniteness

The Singular, Dual and Plural

. ^ 4juji
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Explanatory Note:

Examine the underlined words closely. Each phrase consists of a noun and its

adjective (i.e. ^'^y and its
!)

this is known as —
-f
—^ (Adjectival

phrase).

In Arabic, the adjectival phrase is distinguished by the fact that the adjective

comes after the noun it qualifies as opposed to English. In English we say: "a

beautiful garden" whereas in Arabic we say:

"*J—L^d^" the literal translation of which would be "garden beautiful".

It must be remembered that when a noun is mentioned in a statement, it possesses

four main characteristics:

1 . It is either definite or indefinite.

2. It is either masculine or feminine.

3. It is either in the nominative, accusative or genitive case.

4. It is either singular, dual or plural.

An essential condition of the adjectival phrase is that the adjective (<&*f) should be

in complete agreement with the noun it qualifies
(
J>°^y) with regard to the above-

mentioned four characteristics.

Consequently, if the noun (J>j

—

Uy) is indefinite, then its adjective is indefinite;

and if it is definite then the adjective is also definite (see sentences 1 and 2). If the

noun is masculine, then the adjective is masculine and if it is feminine, then the

'The adjective and the noun it modifies are also termed and o)£ respectively.
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adjective is feminine (see sentences 3 and 4). Similarly, the adjective is singular, dual

or plural according to the noun it qualifies (see sentences 5, 6, 7 and 8). If the noun is

the plural of inanimate objects or animals, the adjective is feminine singular

according to the general rule (see sentence 9). Moreover, the adjective and the noun it

qualifies must agree in case.(see sentences 10, 11 and 12)

Let us take a second look at sentence 1 in group^ "j^— — —
' is

indefinite, masculine, singular and (since it is the predicate) has occurred in the

nominative case. Consequently, these four characteristics may also be found in its

adjective,^
Similarly in sentence 7 *&\—^^I^Oj^UOj^^l^^r ,

—W» is definite,

masculine, plural and (since it is the subject) has occurred in the nominative case.

Accordingly its adjective JjJ— is also definite, masculine, plural and in the

nominative case.
(l)

Note: Adjectives do not have declension of their own, instead they agree with the

nouns they modify. Nouns that agree in declension with the nouns preceding them

are said to be g$ (Agreeing words).

Rule No. 15:

The Adjectival Phrase ('^^^\ 1S'JJ\) is made up of a noun (<~>j

—

and its

adjective — ). An adjective should be in complete agreement with the noun it

qualifies in its definitenesst gender, case and quantity.

A noun may also have a number of adjectives: f*>0^.).uJi ^LLJi i y» Vj\4\
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Exercise 1

Fill in the blanks with suitable adjectives bearing in mind the rules of the adjective

and the noun modified by it:

A
w J J *™

-
, ~'A ' 'ft

ry~r - 3 ft 1 „ ll

.o-r. jjiLii .a Jb-UIc-iSl .V

#«
' ; ,* 5 o

. .

Or * •
°>. \\ -si W \ Y

' a J - i '

\" >
9 °" 1l * ,

<0l o- i -J \ A

Exercise 2

Fill in the blanks with appropriate nouns (modified by adjectives):

M o?i .x ?^Jji y ^

u_> .{ .^t ^*uJ .r
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4" >

f * * < x\ „ <

m4k£ .n

.SS& -t*

» • -
.

4 SJbJbJI

' a '

i -* J

e 1

V

•* o A > »

• - ?

J . Y ^

.YT

. Y A .s^

.ft

J

Exercise 3

Make the necessary changes in the following sentences after forming the dual,

then the plural from the underlined nouns:

Examples:
© «* - a a I

. jj^-S^ ^sIjV jUJiJl 1.1a
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—
%

yufti . \ i

Exercise 4 (In Reading)

Read the following sentences aloud:

.^uyuir /uji^UaJi .a

.tU^ dlj.br ipliil a«j . U

. UiU- v.^ 1 ^ •

.cJu t
^is>LiJi;f_

r
Ji.j^ .v

.^UJtjyuJiy^b-^JlSjs-Vl ,\X

.t&jj J\z* UliJl di-jLiJl^ .No

'"C-,1 : Also
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?lL w^ 1 o-JJ^ 1 aJj>> ^MiJ^^C-^ 1^

Ijs^p Co j Si*!) i»-Lb-cJSl .YA VjyjbJiilu.su SjiytJ»lLiW»«i*J» .TV

^yji j^ji .r-t ui*»tJiji^ii^Vi^wi ,n

.;>^iilL^^biLL.;^r^j-^Ji aU~Jiy ta

. iJjJcjJI JloUJl £• SjJaJl 9_/*-iJl C^>w Oj~JU jU-Jl^ . i •

Exercise 5

Translate the following sentences into Arabic:

1. The new shoe is tight. 2. The big door is open.

3. These are easy questions. 4. I ate two sweet oranges.

5. The two big rooms are clear. 6. The new lessons are easy.

7. What U)
is in that black wallet? 8. They are believing mothers.

< 11 What: liC
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9. The spacious garden is beautiful.

1 1 . The two brothers have one sister.

13. The mosque has two tall

minarets.

15. Is this gold watch very

expensive?

1 7. There is a lot of money in the big

pocket.

19. The government offices are

closed today.

21. There are useful books in this

new library.

23. The old houses are on two

narrow streets.

25. There arc many houses in this old

locality.

27. The ill old man is in the new

drugstore.

29. Ayesha has two honest

maidservants.

31 . They are all grateful servants (of

Allah).

33. There are many cars in front of

the house.

35. The beautiful bird is perched on a

green branch.

37. The different sentences are

written in the white copy.

39. There are delicious fruits in the

white refrigerator.

4 1 . Egypt, Pakistan and Saudi

Arabia
(3>

are Muslim countries.

43. Are the two lazy students

successful in the exam?

(l)
Soiled with mud: J^jMmUS

,2>
Surrounded:

(3)
Saudi Arabia:

10. Is this foolish boy also naughty?

12. The Pakistani farmers are clever.

14. Does Khadija have two red pens?

16. The large ship is on a stormy sea.

1 8. The new teacher (mas.) is in the

bus.

20. The white walls are soiled with

mud.'"

22. The little girls are in an Arabic

school.

24. The new market is near the

mosque.

26. The small children arc in green

fields.

28. The honoured guests are in a large

hall.

30. There is a beautiful mirror on the

while wall.

32. These old clothes are for two poor

women.
34. Are there also different questions

in this lesson?

36. Are the costly clothes hanging in

the big closet?

38. The satchels are on two shelves in

the classroom.

40. The new capital is surrounded
<2)

by lofty mountains.

42. The Egyptian student (fern.) is

extremely (very) happy today.

44. There are beautiful large mosques

in the new capital.
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45. There is a great reward for the 46. Arabic and Chinese are two

practicing ones.
0>

different languages.

47. The new houses are more 48. There are many blessings for the

beautiful than the old ones. grateful servants (of Allah).

49. The foreign (fern.) student is in 50. The two girls have an Egyptian

the classroom and she is sitting mothers and a Pakistani father.

on a red carpet.

Exercise 6 (In Declension)

Examples:

>^>

+ *H **** * . • f ii

.^ya^ o^OOIj -Cr^

Practicing ones: j^Lu
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Decline the following sentences in detail:

Exercise 7

Identify the adjective and the noun modified by it in the following Quranic verses:

.J^^UlSSi -A

'^y^* j^*-^ <^ ju ^ • t •

* J
' * •

o - * O ' .If'**

.oL^oUTLi/t .V
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Word List
Arabic

Singular

*>,« ?

* -

2ii

# •

Ml

-•.

* i'

P/ura/

3*

English

Painful

Princess

Well

Sea; ocean

Egg

Mountainous

Sentence

Close friend; intimate

Quarter; locality

Fertile

Lesson

Golden

Failing

Piece of glass; bottle

Flower vase

Question

Traveller

Driver

Fish
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Arabic English

Singular Plural

I drank

V' '*
• * f

Wool

»*-*.

Light

Reckless

Fresh; new

-
Capital

Exalted

if

Servant; slave

Modern; contemporary

Juice

, a

Stubborn; obstinate

Clinic

Foolish

Farmer

•> .:

Success

*.>
-

Hall; auditorium

Old; ancient

Castle; palace

I picked

College
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Arabic English

Singular Plural

* '
\ Meat

Language

'- . ><*
I, - . 11,

L-ninese language

Superior; outstanding

Stormy; clashing (of waves)

Recreation park

Certain; established;

confirmed

Pasture

Imported

*' *

Boiled

Factory

Shady

Hanging on; conditional on

• *
Office

•
Library

Written

Coloured

Full; filled

Level(ed); smooth(ed)

»** .

Area; district; locality
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Arabic English

Singular Plural

Soft and tender

Useful; beneficial

Blessing; favour

jtg$«Us Police station

££j Behind
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CHAPTER 11 j&* ^al»Jt

The ldafa Phrase

Examples:

Allah's help is near. • \

I offered thanks for Allah's blessing. ^ . T

The believer is afraid of Allah's \, * * • m **\

punishment.
T

Explanatory Note:

Examine the underlined phrases in the above-mentioned examples. Each phrase

consists of two nouns, the first of which has been related to the other.
}

In Arabic

rules, such a phrase is termed "y*

—

^[^Sy\ The first term of this phrase is called

"JjUai" and the second term is called "a!JI c_jU*i". (2)

In the phrase, ^ is o*Uti and & is aIJI J»Oai. The <J\^* precedes the

JsUi*. In English, this arrangement is reversed as these kinds of sentences can be

formed by the addition of a simple apostrophe "s" to the singular and irregular

plurals. Consequently, when translating %—JUaJlJUi" (the student's pen) in English,

This relationship may express possession, for example,
MJ—1)^— (Zaid's book) and may also

denote some other relationship or association, e.g.: j^i^ (water of the sea) and ^4iJ\jUU (Knower of

the invisible).
(2>

It should be remembered that the ldafa, the genitive of possession, is one of the distinguishing

features of a noun. The first term and the second term of the ldafa phrase must be nouns.
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"student" will come first and "pen" will come after it. The other form of genitive in

English is formed by using the particle "of between two nouns, e.g. "the Day of

decision", in which case the order will be the same as in Arabic (J^aiJli^j).

Some important points regarding the first term and the second term of the Idafa

phrase may be noted:

The First Term

The first term of an Idafa must not take the article "JI
M

It has no nunation ( t 1 ).

It may occur in the nominative, accusative or genitive case according to its

grammatical function in the sentence. In sentence 1 j^a—i, which is the first term, has

occurred in the nominative case because it is the subject of a nominal sentence. In

sentence 2, 2—Ui, being the object of a verb, is in the accusative case and in sentence

3, is taken in the genitive case by a preposition.

The Second Terra £>C*i

1 . The second term of an Idafa is always in the genitive case as is evident from the

word in the three sentences.

2. The second term can take the article (Jl) and can also be nunized.
(1)

Examples:

The man's house. 'J**fo *

A student's book. -V^4# • Y

m A noun with a following definite genitive is definite also. Therefore, in "J—i^c-?1

, "c— will be

considered definite. In Arabic rules, a noun with a following indefinite genitive said to be ^-a_>~.

(particularized) which is a grade between definite and indefinite.
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The Second Term when it is

Dual, a Sound Plural or a

Diptote (Indeclinable)

Examples:

The messenger's tradition is true.

The fruit of the is delicious.
—

The believing women's characters are exalted.

I read the stories of the prophets .

I went to Ayesha's house.

Explanatory Note:

You have learnt that Lhe second term of the Idafa phrase is always in the genitive

case. The rule is unchangeable; the signs denoting the genitive case, however, may

vary from noun to noun. If the second term is a singular noun, or an ordinary broken

plural (not a diptote), or a diptote made definite by the article 0) then the genitive

case is indicated by a I'jlS [ (sentence 1); if it is a dual, the genitive case is indicated

by t$b) (sentence 2) and if it is a sound masculine plural, the genitive case is

indicated by *l* (S^— (sentence 3). Like a singular noun; the sound feminine

plural is vowelled with VjlS [ in the genitive case (sentence 4). Diptotes, when they

are devoid of the article J 1

, are vowelled with a_in the genitive case (sentence 5).
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The First Term when it is Dual or

the Sound Masculine Plural

Theldafa Phrase

Examples:

The water of the well is sweet. A

The two minarets of the mosque are tall. .J&^k o^LJl U^b* . T

The Muslims of Pakistan are united. .dj-X*^ jl^I^b'^iili .T

Explanatory Note:

When a singular noun occurs as the first term of an Idafa, it loses its nunation and

carries one w, one a or one —T /, according to its grammatical function.

Although the dual and the sound masculine plural have no nunation, their Jj—i is a

substitute for it.

Consequently, when the dual and the sound masculine plural appear as the first

term, this Oy is omitted as illustrated by example 2 and 3. These two first terms were

both, before the Idafa DlJj£ and o^lilirespectively.

It has already been mentioned that the declension of the first term keeps varying

according to its grammatical function in the sentence. In sentence 1, i\—* is the

subject; therefore it has occurred in the nominative case. In sentence 2, \—''J^ is the

subject; accordingly it is in the nominative case and being dual, its the

nominative case, is indicated by <J>—It If a dual first term occurs in the accusative

case, its changes to (since a dual has a *t-4 in the accusative case as you have

already learnt). Similarly, if a dual first term comes in the genitive case, the sign

denoting the genitive case is also.
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Examples:

Accusative: ^J^iiS) -U*-Ul c^fj

Genitive: (j^J.^) ^3^J^>:

The sound masculine plural, when it is the first term of an Idafa, will appear with

a jlj in the nominative case and with a *'

—

j in the accusative and genitive cases. In

sentence 3, "Olil—rU^iiLi" is the subject and is, therefore, in the nominative case.

The sign denoting the nominative case is jtji,

Accusative &pc&: jlilfL'^^4->-f (I love the Muslims of Pakistan.)

Genitive ^* jj>wi: . *$k^ OtilflJ ^ili^ (There is a lot of good in the Muslims

of Pakistan.)

Multiplicity of the First and the Second $\ JuiJlj Jua^t

Term

Sometimes, there are several <~JC^ and ^[t-iUai in one phrase, e.g. ^—*j 4*1*

(the door of Zaid's house), (Saleem's paternal uncle's son),

4jJjlL5\ (the two minarets of the Holy mosque) ^—^- p—e 3$ >4 (the son of Saleem's

paternal uncle's daughter). In such a case, the noun (or nouns) in the middle, being

the Pi <-*Wa> of the noun appearing first, is always in the genitive case, secondly, it

neither takes the article nor is "nunized" because it is also the cJLJai of the following

noun. Hence, it follows that one rule of (JfcUte and one rule of ^i^wiuis applied to

it. Consider the words fcjl tO>J^ ip> to£ in the above mentioned examples.
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The First Term and the Second Term
of the Idafa Phrase when Modified by

Adjectives

Examples:

The new student's book is torn.

ZaicTs spacious house is beautiful.

The beautiful girl's new watch is

broken.

Explanatory Note:

When qualifying the first term or the second term of the Idafa phrase with an

adjective, the rules of the adjectival phrase are taken into consideration. In sentence

1, the second term c— is masculine, definite, singular and in the genitive case.

Consequently, its adjective J

—

J^snJI is in complete agreement with it with regard to

these four characteristics.

In sentence 2, c—a, which is the first term, is singular, masculine, definite and in

the nominative case. Accordingly, its adjective£^ bears the same characteristics.

In sentence 3, the first term and the second term are both qualified by adjectives

the adjective of ipl— agrees with the noun it qualifies while i—£j*Jl, the

adjective of w^J* agrees with the noun it qualifies.

The adjective of the first term always comes at the end after the second term as in

"^-tjJl cJ?"; whereas the adjective of the second term comes immediately after it.

Rule No. 16(A):

77i£* /</«/<* Phrase (jjjft— ^—O*^) is the usual way to express the relationship

*..,<* *

between two nouns. The first term (^Ua—*) being the possessed and the second one

namely the second term («

—

$|l>Wsw) being the possessor (when the Idafa phrase is
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used to express possession). The first term must not take the article (Jt) nor any

nunation and may occur in any case depending on its grammatical function in the

sentence whereas the second term may take both the article (Jt) and nunation and is

always in the genitive case. The adjective of the first term always comes at the end of

the phrase whereas that of the second term comes immediately after it.

Exercise 1

Make the nouns in column J$ the first term (v_>Ua—*) and those in column v the

second term (*2j J^L^y

Example:

• •

<—-JU3 ^JJ — i«JU?
i " \

till

\\

H*

*<

f *

(JjJjU y
• 1

A\\
• •

^»

.*
«?

.r

.1
' *•

•
.0

.A • V

r

J •

•
.\r .\ \

.\i

.n .V«

.VA Jii .VY

• t • .\<\

.XV .n

k oiiL
-

.Tt
8'

.tr

.rn
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^3
+ a %

.XA .TV

.r. .T<\

.ft oft .fl

.ri ,YT

.n .ro

.rv

.i • .r<\

•

.IT dull
-

.11

.11 in
' ' ,

.ir

.in
•

'

.fco

.lA i .IV

eft .«

& .or
• *

.©>

.or

.01 .00

.OA .oV

•
.o<\

Exercise 2

:he following nouns ^*Uoi in sentences:

. \

. \ - .1 Li^r .a oa; .v .-

.r • 11
,

QljUS .1A
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Exercise 3

Make the nouns in column m j^uilii of the nouns in column Jd\ and the <J&*

of the nouns in column ^:

Example:

%
a-

>1 .T

•

^ .1

<"

-A*
-/

jlJ> .V

oils'

. \ .

8"*

'

J® $ M

j>S . \ i

jii .vo
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' • * ,**'

.

ar Aji

- -

L.
^- xxe ,YY

.YT

*
1

r Jit o^U . Y

* .*

.il **
-> * j .Y1

.TV

*

-

•
J '

-it* rr

lJIWI
r

* jUaJ J& f f

ilia* )&>\ .To

.n
«•

N&1 t& .TV

Exercise 4

Use the following nouns as *il i-sUai in sentences:

oi^ji .i SjjS .r $isfc]i t f£*3i .1
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grill .Yi

jT>jl .YA

.V*

o>i....l'Ji .rr Sjgl .XT

OULWI .r.

0>*>Ji . y ^

DlaJl .to

Exercise 5

The —a in the following sentences is singular. Form the dual from it and then

make the necessary changes:

Example:

J 8

Ji^ -Y

* .-* ft* I,
>

< •- o j *

.fl^^o^ .V

•f j
'

Exercise 6

In the following sentences, the «~>Ua—i is singular. Change it to the sound

masculine plural and make the necessary changes:

.^4ldi^u .i

• ' * ^ • >*

'
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* ° > * ' o I, * ,
-

.j^'JiiiiU^^! .a .^ijUlfU^i; .v

Exercise 7 (A)

Translate the following sentences into Arabic:

I. My sister is Zaid's wife.

3. KhalicTs watch is broken.

5. Hasan's children are good.

7. The heat of the sun is intense.

9. The student's rooms are clean.

I I . Saleem's two brothers are doctors.

13. The trees of the gardens are shady.

15. The People of the Cave are Muslims.

2. This is Allah's she-camel.

4. Cleanliness is part of faith.

6. The prices of books are high.

8. The Day of Judgment is near.

10. The colour of the car is green.

12. The child's (mas.) hands are dirty.

14. The teacup is on the teacher's desk.

16. The two banks of the river are green.

17. The search of knowledge is 18. The world is the field of the Hereafter,

obligatory.

19. The devil's party is in the torment of 20. The teacher's watch is in Zaid's

Hell. pocket.

21. The owners of the Elephant are 22. Saleem's two maternal aunts are

unbelievers. teachers.

23. The Muslims of Iraq are in a 24. The Muslims of this village are God-

miserable state. fearing.

25. The congregational prayer (lit. prayers 26. The doctor's clinic is near the mosque

of the congregation) is better than of the locality,

prayer at home.
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(B)

You have learnt that the declension of the first term of the Idafa phrase keeps

varying depending on its grammatical function in the sentence. Some of its examples

and their explanation have already come to your notice. Now we would like you to

apply this rule to the dual and the sound masculine plural.

I . I greeted Zaid's two sisters.

3. I met two teachers of the school.

5. His paternal uncle's white car is old.

7. Those shoes are at the shoemakers'

shop.

9. He is sitting with the bakers of the

locality.

I I. The passengers of the train have the

tickets.

13. There are religious books in

Saleem's hands.

15. The luggage of the ship's passengers

is in the port.

17. The philanthropists of the

community are honoured.

19. Those (mas.) who wear silk are

sinful, (lit. the wearers of silk)

2. There is strength in his arms.

4. There is redness in the child's eye.

6. I met the teachers (mas.) of the school.

8. There is a burden in the unbeliever's

ears.

10. 1 looked at the two minarets of the

mosque.

12. 1 looked' at the student's (mas.) two

books.

14.1 greeted the philanthropists of the

community.

16. The ambitions of the servants of

religion are high.

18. The schools of the company's

engineers' children are far.

20. The sermons of the two speakers of

the mosque are very impressive.

Exercise 8 (In reading)

Read the following sentences aloud:

(U
I looked: jl>>:
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.5_^.^Jni*>L^ .i .*U^^jt*j»*Ui .x

.>t£J1fc*.j^jjlj*-,^ .tA .dUJlJ^^DUi^lSU5U,YV

.hS^^j^^Aij^jj^^isJjti .xt .b\ 5
\i^

}
&jSi\^->J>\lJJi\\±s. .xx
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Examples:

Exercise 9 (In declension)

Decline the underlined words in the following sentences:

.^jUjj oils ebpi^ ;W . o

Exercise 10

Identify the Afa/a phrase in the following Quranic verses, also point out the first

term and the second term;
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.4^%vl*^f^ .A

.j^olk^iWjl J Y

.eg 4^>Jl jjli^l t)[.M

.
of 8

,- u S I, j ofii.-; . ,
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y and *jp»

Examples:

All of the students are present.

Each of the students is present.

Some of the students are absent.

I read the whole book.

I read some of the book.

Explanatory Note:

The above-mentioned examples include a method of Idafa &—&\ frequently used

in Arabic. In this method 3

—

^ (all, whole, each, every etc.) and *J*
—« (some, a little

(of), a few etc.) occur as the first term of the Idafa phrase i.e. ^Uoi,u> and the noun

following them is the second term,^l>—*U^-.

» >

When the meaning of "all" is to be expressed, the genitive following is plural

and defined by the article Jl. E.g.: "y^lJjS*
1

. may also be replaced by
(
4^. (2)

If the meaning of "each" or "each one of is to be expressed then the genitive

following y~ must be indefinite and singular. E.g.: ^J>3T(each student), ^—i*Jt

(everything), ^'/J? (everyone).

If the meaning of "all of or "the whole" is to be expressed, the genitive following

[)f is singular and defined by the article J», ^u>Ji

tn The declension of Jj^and >^is in accordance with their grammatical function in the sentence.
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The genitive following « (some) may be plural and defined by the article Jl:

E.g.: —

—

h in case "some out of many" is to be expressed and may also be

singular and defined by the article Jl: when "a little of something" is to be expressed

E.g.: y^1j>£*.

Like 3^ and ^J, Jpl (many, most, majority) also appears in the Idafa phrase.

- * '

Examples:

Most people are negligent. . J^iiVi- ^UJI 'JS I

Most of the lessons are difficult. . ^jjjl ^Ti
•*

^si may also be replaced by jUa^.

The majority of the students are successful. . j)>^Li ^^t^aii 4

Most of the rich are spendthrift. .o/j^^WfM*
Most people's hearts are blind. il^^LhjJaJL- <L>°j\i

(each, each one, whole) and j£*t (some, some of) occur most commonly as the

first term of the Idafa phrase. Their meaning keeps on changing according to the

number, (singular, dual and plural), and definiteness or indefiniteness of the second

term.

Exercise

Translate the following sentences into Arabic:

1 . Every pen is broken. 2. Everyone is worried.

3. Some streets are busy. 4. Some farmers are rich.

5. The whole book is torn. 6. All the labourers are ill.

7. All the guests are sleeping. 8. Everything is in the suitcase

9. All my pens are on the shelf. 10. Some children are intelligent.
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11. Most of the books are with me. 12. Most women are non-purdah observing.

13. Many blacksmiths are from this 14. Many of the topics in these magazines

locality. are boring.
(l)

15. Some people are intolerant, (lit. some people's hearts are narrow)

"'Boring:^
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Singular

Arabic

Word List

Plural

English

ri
1

f
><•'

•i

3 or"

Sinful

1 love; 1 like

Seller

Bouquet

Parrot

Blanket; quilt

Greengrocer

Ticket

Traditions; customs

Penetrating; sharp (of the

mind, eyes)

Deep understanding

Bull

University

Ready; prepared

Party

Wing

Weather

Room

Field

Silk
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Arabic English

Singular Plural

•

Milk

Redness

Life

1

' -i"-
l

Ring

Loser

Graduate

- »
' I

*

Noise; rustle

*** Veil

*> . - °>.'.

Sin

e

* !' Head
U'JJJ

H!j
Fragrance

CP
Wonderful; gre*

' -1*

'

Vi'jJ
Salary

Passenger

Eyelashes

Hair; bristles

1- *i Nib

Countryside

*j Butter

Leader

Ik* Coast; seashore

* <

Leg
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Arabic English

Singular P/ura/

Inhabitants

Kignt, correct

*
* Secret

a
* '

Effort; endeavor

4 (Teleohone) receiver;

earphone; stethoscope

* • * Evil

*

Policy

we* Bank (of river); sea shore

Company

if

Ribbon; tape

Section

Owner; companion

J , • -
1

•* Desert

Npw*manpr-' nrpss- fin

compounds)

Prayer

Wool

Hunt; game

Taste; flavour

:> Bird

*

+

Deer

Fingernail; toenail

Darkness
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Arabic English

Singular Plural

Consequence; end

Wheel

> * > Readiness; preparedness pi.:

equipment; outfit
• *

Enemy

Bride

* > ,

Arm

^> Hand (of a watch or clock)

Forgiving

> Stone of a ring

1

Understanding

Elephant

Wooden clog

* "

Horn

J5 Gloves

Moon

^ Cave

One who wears

-* >
Conference

* i" Lit Furniture; luggage; belonging

i • -

Rewarded

School

Sinful
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Arabic

Singular Plural

J .

•* •

A - • -

s
'• ''\\"

\''"\'

• °'t i' *

(fem.)S^
*' .m
# •

.

Correspondents; reporters

Imprisoned

Praiseworthy

One who believes

I^afof a door

Factory

Unemployed; idle

Lost

Cursed

Citizen

Time to depart

Port; harbour

She-camel

Narcissus (name of a flower)

Violation of marital duties

Ostrich

Energy; ambition

Leaf

Foreign minister

Weight; heavy load; burden
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CHAPTER 12 (A) (d&) jZ*

Possessive Pronouns Attached to Nouns

IL^\ 'jC^s

Examples:

The Third Person Pronoun Suffixes

His book.
or

Their (mas. dual) books.
or

Their (mas. pi.) books.
or

* *

Her book.
or

Their (fern, dual) books.
or J&^\L& .0

Their (fern, pi.) books. or
i

The Second Person Pronoun Si

Your (mas. sing.) books.

lffixes

Your (mas. dual) books. \&k .\

Your (mas. pi.) books.

Your (fern, sing.) books.

Your (fern, dual) books.

Your (fern, pi.) books.
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The Third Person Pronoun Suffixes (4&Jl >;u*

My (mas. and fern.) books.

Our (mas. and fern.) books.

Explanatory Note:

The above examples illustrate attached pronouns. Some points may be noted

about these pronouns:

L. These pronouns do not occur independently; instead they are attached to a noun,

verb or particle.

2. Pronouns attached to nouns appear in the genitive case as the second term of the

Idafa phrase.

3. Pronouns added to particles also occur in the genitive case.

4. Pronouns attached to verbs occur in the accusative case as the object of a verb.

Rule No. 17(A):

The Attached Pronoun :l l t — when attached to a noun occurs in the

genitive case as the second term ciUa^j of the noun preceding it.

Exercise 1

Replace the nouns in the following sentences by pronouns:

Example: ty\£JU±&

p&g For how much?
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.^^id A

"a • * -

. o^JC* |»4^- j'>>! . N A

? * ;> vllj 3 Li!Ip jjlj i . Y A

141

' - "

f
r
^i h<* *>0\ i&S t

. r

111
If the letter preceding a singular, masculine, third person pronoun suffix carries or iiii, then

the pronoun carries tysf lii ti^cj? and if the preceding letter has a i^then the pronoun has a

i'jLSiy&'j*!!^:. The same rule is applied in the case of lli and '.J».
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Exercise 2

Fill in the blanks with suitable pronouns:

Example:

S3! • T &l A

^u^^i^% .a .ot^ji—ypVc^xs^ .v

?^Ji—ii^i^ if^jirjii.>t ?^— —#*i .> >

,*yd ^ jiikii us .vi ^^a^iysi .^0

(l)
In Arabic, j*j (and) is termed ^bitnf* (conjunction). The noun preceding j»j is referred as *->>i^

and the one following it is referred to as l*>ii. The distinguishing feature of a <J'J^ is that it

agrees with the *i^l»>^ in case. Thus, like the adjective, it is also one of the agreeing words.
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Exercise 3

Translate the following sentences into Arabic (some are detached pronouns in the

nominative case while others are possessive pronouns attached to nouns. Translate

with care):

I . Is your friend loyal? 2. Our houses are clean.

3. Her sister is in the house. 4. Her children are small.

5. How is your new teacher? 6. Is your sister still asleep?

7. Is your handkerchief clean? 8. How is their new servant?

9. What is the price of your pen? 10. Your daughter is in my room.

I I . Are your (pi.) sisters teachers? 12. His house is adjacent to mine.

13. Is your (pi.) exam next month? 14. What is the colour of your car?

15. Is your house adjacent to theirs? 16. Where are your (fern, pi.) veils?

17. Her mother is my (paternal) aunt. 18. When is your sister's wedding?

19. Your (maternal) uncle is our teacher. 20. What is the price of your watch?

21. 1 am ill and my children are also ill. 22. O Ayesha! When is your wedding?

23. My two sisters are purdah-observing. 24. Their (fern.) children are

hardworking.

25. Khadija's paternal aunt is in our 26. Where is your (pl.fem.) tailoress'

house. shop?

27. What is the time of your (dual) 28. We are ignorant but our sons are

departure? learned.

29. You are here and your mind is 30. The child's handkerchief is in his

elsewhere. pocket.

31. There is an old museum in front of 32.1s your younger (paternal) uncle a

our house. merchant?
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33. My two brothers are teachers in your 34. Is your (dual) sister a teacher in our

school. school?

35. The books of the two students are in 36. Their (mas.) books are in the drawer

their desks. of my desk.

37. This carpet is small but its colours 38. What is your name and what is your

are beautiful. father's name?

39. You are all Muslim mothers; your 40. O Ayesha! Is your father in Saudi

responsibility is great. Arabia these days?

41. They are diligent and their paternal 42. Their husbands are doctors and their

uncle's sons are lazy. sons are engineers.

43. The students' clothes are clean and 44. These clothes are beautiful but their

their faces are radiant. prices are exorbitant.

45. The students' books are on the shelf 46. Your father is in the shop but where

but where are their satchels? is your (paternal) uncle?

47. The rooms of the house are spacious 48. The markets of the city are flourishing

and its furniture is luxurious. and its mosques are desolated.

49. The colour of my car is black and 50. O Fatima! Where are your friends?

that (the colour) of yours (your car) Ares they in the courtyard of your

is white. house?

The Noun with a following First Person J^j, ftU j, .V^ tt

Singular Sr"*~

Examples:
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Explanatory Note:

When a singular noun is modified by the first person singular suffix

qj&juJl i <£, this may remain *jf\—U (unvowelled) and may also carry (See

^'sentences 1 and 2)

However, when a dual is attached to this cb then the cL> must carry 2—>u>. (See v
sentences 1, 2 and 3.) yfl j—It was Olj

—

X After becoming the first term of the Idafa

phrase its nun was omitted. The J*—It in Jt changes to fl

—

i in the accusative and

genitive case and this unites with J$0L^L4 (l
sl

person singular suffix) and is

doubled. (See y sentences 2 and 3). When the sound masculine plural is defined by

the first person singular suffix, its original form is thus: l£j—Ujw. The tfi and the

unvowelled y j are occurring together in this word and the first of these two (i.e. j)

is unvowelled. In such a case, the jlj changes to *l—*. The jlj and *l

—

t assimilate to

become the doubled pS—i and thus this word becomes^— According to the

grammatical rule, the changes to *l

—

i in the accusative and genitive cases. Thus,

this word retains the same form in all the three cases. (See £ sentences 1, 2 and 3).

Exercise 4

Translate the following sentences to Arabic:

1 . Who are my rescuers?
(I)

2. I washed my two shirts.

3. They are expelling me.
(2>

4. I looked at my two sons.

5. My two sons are scholars. 6. Are you all leaving me?(3)

7. My two sisters are younger than me. 8. I am older than my two brothers.

9. My two books are on the shelf with my two pens.

10. My two paternal uncles are sitting with my two paternal aunts in the courtyard of

my house.

ll)
Suffix thet^ of the first person to jj-Uli

.

(2) Do the same as no. 1

.

(31 Do the same as no. 1

.
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Word List

English Arabic

Singular Plural

Next month

Watermelon

Snow

Trunk; proboscis

Wood
-

Letter

Marriage; wedding

Exalted

Hair

Sweet; fresh (of water)
* ,v<

Paternal aunt.

Luxurious; excellent

Top; summit; peak us

wnen
Mm

Flourishing

Airport

Covered

Playground
• • *

Desolated
* 1''.
Mir*
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English

Wealthy; rich

Stream; river

Singular

Here; over here; in this

i

place

Cheek

Adjacent

Elsewhere

ni

Still

These days

^3

Arabic

Plural
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CHAPTER 12 (B) (<->) j±* ^Iftll^yJl

Pronouns Attached to Particles

cij^ijb vyyj^j\ *y\+&\

Examples:

The Third Person Pronoun Suffixes yfrUI Jl£j>

These books belongs to him. .«J vLJ&l

»

Jl* or . J*J 4-=^^ • <

These books belong to them, (dual ^^l^ or .r

These books belong to them.fpl. ^^^ of jj^, -jfcfcX . r
mas.) lZ_

These books belong to her. - >LS&\ of* or . *-SjUJ ^ • i

These books belong to them.(dual ^-jft^ or .^^di^ii
fern.) _ • '

~JJ

These books belong to them.(pl. ^^ of
fern.) i£3L ' * *

The Second Person Pronoun Suffixes ykbwJl 'JU^

O Zaid ! Are these books yours? *ij £dlJ • >

O Zaid and Saleem ! Are these books yours? 3
1 j U' ^\ »iif . Y

O students! (mas.) Are these books yours? Hls^a \^°
<
&>iJ£S\ »Aa \ . r

O Ayesha! Are these books yours? fliJlp 1*.*1J 4-^' »** !
• *

O Ayesha and Zainab! Are these books yours?
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O students! (fern), Are these books yours? U'^J «jit . n

The Third Person Pronoun Suffixes jUj>

These books are mine. (sing. mas. and fern.) .^J ilJxJl oi* . \

These books are ours, (dual and pi., mas. and fern.) .Q^JxJl ol* . Y

Explanatory Note:

Attached pronouns are added to many particles. The above table illustrates the

forms of these pronouns when they are attached to the preposition "—J" ^^(SjUJl^).

The third person pronouns take the 5j~S i (due to the preceding *k) when attached to

>andjl,

J]> and ^^Lp, when attached to the first person singular suffix (c£) , will be read

and j^p respectively.

Rule No. 17(B):

The Attached Pronouns when attached to particles also occur in the genitive case

and when attached to verbs they occur in the accusative case as the object of the

verb.

Exercise 1

Replace the underlined nouns in the following sentences by attached pronouns:

fjgi . r .iifl^^H is! . \

10
Except with ihe Fust person singular suffix, the preposition 3 (S^UJl^) is read ^ (vowelled

with i>^* a) with all pronouns as in il cll^J etc.
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• jj rfo i^ 1 J* ^

Exercise 2

Attach appropriate pronoun suffixes to the prepositions and fill in the blanks:

Example:

> .A

( S^l^agM

# ay&^.l
i^ul^^ji .r

icJjfBi^W .o

lf!^Vl?i*t -V

9. . " * J-

.vr

o* cJL^t oii'oJi oquaji Jjf . vv

Exercise 3

Translate the following sentences into Arabic:

1 . Peace be upon you. 2. We are going to them.

3. She is pleased with you. 4. They are ignoring you.
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5. No, I am angry with him? 6. Are you angry with me?

7. There is a mission in my life. 8. They are all poorer than us.

9. I have an honest maidservant. 10. The teacher is looking at you?

1 1 . Does this car belong to you (pi.)? 12. Are they both shorter than you?

13. This is my new watch. Its price is 14. I am in greater need than they (fern),

very high.

15. This house is very spacious. It has 16. The mosque is large and it has many

many rooms. doors.

17. Where is my handkerchief? Are you 18. You are travelling to Makkah and

sitting on it? they are returning from it.

19. You are all fighting in the path of 20. Our paternal uncles are honest

Allah. There is great reward for you. merchants. Their shop is full of

customers.

Exercise 4

Form the dual and then the plural from the underlined pronouns in the following

sentences:

Example:

<1)
For dual feminine: 3k»JlllJ^ (after omitting www) and for plural feminine: kJlold^.
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l^ilp^^^P J*iS\ "j* I4J CUj^ .A Jjip S^S" diSjil^ j-1-* oil .V

Object Pronouns Attached to JUd^U 3JUttJl *>) .a;J > yU-iJt

Verbs
(2)

Pronoun suffixes added to verbs occur as the object of the verb. For the present, a

few examples will suffice. Chapters of verbs will provide further exercise.

1. I heard him. (^k^)

2. I saw you.

3. You wronged me. C^^)

4. We honoured them. (^lli^)

Exercise 5

Identify the attached pronouns in the following Quranic verses and also state

whether they have occurred in the genitive case or the accusative:

.
* I

-
i ll- . 8

1 I It J *\ I . I*

•ASMS
t .r

.1

• A .v

A •

.n .w

(I> The noun following Jfi , being its *^l^_*Ua> occurs in the genitive case.

(2) These pronouns also occur in the accusative case with certain particles. Details will follow in

chapter V'^'iV'-
0)

c— .cijj^l—.i etc. are adverbs of place. The noun or pronoun following them occurs as

their *i[Ju^.
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wora jlisi

Arabic English

Singular P/ura/

More pious

fed Week

Hope; expectation

Brave

Trust; confidence

Wood

* •*>

Debt

Mission

y& Letter

Annoyed; angry

Exalted

* «* • *

Ji>Jl Fortunate

Benediction

# • 1

"

J

Debtor

Airport

Site Treatment

Covered
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English

Playground

Wealthy; rich

Ripe; (when used with

mind, it means mature)

Arabic

' " \

• " -I"

Pronouns attached with Particles

Arabic

Singular Plural

English

Full of customers

Ignoring someone, something

In greater need

One who expels

One who leaves

Pleased with

Poorer

Rescuer

Shorter

These days
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CHAPTER 13 yLPdJlallj-jJJl

Positional Declension

Examples:

w There arc three types of declension according to the absence or presence of the sign denoting the

case. (1) %fj$—WO}—iy( Apparent declension); up till now this has been under discussion.

(2) ^ KSMyrj— Since invariable nouns cannot lake case endings, their declension is expressed in

terms of their position in the sentence, e.g. in the sentence j'y^}— "—*

'

s we subject, but being an

invariable noun it cannot take the nominative case ending. We say. therefore, that it is in the

nominative position (,«—»yj—>^*
i
/)- The same rule applies to phrases and sentences which need to be

declined. This will be dealt with later. (3) (Notional declension). The need for notional

declension arises when the appearance of a vowel on a letter is difficult or impossible for instance,

putting a vowel on the letter preceding d_J leads to difficulty in pronunciation. To do away with this

difficulty, we do not supply a vowel to the noun (^>Ua_J) attached to the first person singular suffix,

instead, this vowel is implicit in the noun. In ''wiCJi^^Gf '*

,
"^\&" should carry a ili but because

of t\—j the appearance of £—'» is impossible. Therefore, we will express the declension of ty'

—

& as

follows "gS^j&Sdli Three types of nouns are declined notionally: (I )
(

JSSli^J|&*S (2)

j'^Lls ijfc tj£) (3) ^j-Jed This will be discussed in part two of this

book.

on

.^^^&» ill .r
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Explanatory Note:

Examine the sentences in In sentence 1, the demonstrative pronoun \S—* has

occurred as the subject. In sentence 2, ^has occurred as the object of the verb o-£>

and in sentence 3 it is preceded by a preposition. However, it carries no sign

whatsoever such as ^Ji cC^> or S^l^which might indicate its grammatical function.

On the contrary, its final vowel is static in all the three cases.
(l)

Now consider the sentences in ^. In "j-J^k&^A" the personal pronoun 3
—* has

occurred as the subject. However, it has no sign denoting the nominative case. The

oJli above its jlj will always remain static. In <rhĴ the singular masculine pronoun

suffix of the third person has come as the ^«-iUai of pie-. Accordingly, it should be

in the genitive case. There is, however, no indication of the genitive case on it.
(2)

In

%— ij>
—

'"the attached pronoun o is preceded by a preposition but it has no sign

denoting the genitive case.

In
rt

Ulf klj
M

| the pronoun ohas occurred as the object of the verb-^j. However, it

has no sign denoting the accusative case. The same is the case with all personal and

demonstrative pronouns (except jtl* and £U—*). It has already been mentioned that

nouns whose final letters retain the same form in all three grammatical cases are

termed
n

î \ (invariable). is the opposite of ^'JZ , inflected
(3)

for case. Thus, it

follows that nouns, are nouns whose final letter carries different vowel signs of

declension according to their grammatical function.

,n The final letter of U—• has a sukoon over it, hence it will be $j&«-~tl ^Ju- J^— Similarly *is

>& and «3 is >
(2> The kasru under it is there merely due to the kasra of the letter preceding it. The kasra denoting the

genitive case is one which changes to damma in the nominative case and to fatha in the accusative

case.
<3)

i.e. nouns which change their form to show grammatical relation.
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Besides the personal and demonstrative pronouns, invariable nouns also include

relative pronouns, interrogative pronouns, conditional pronouns etc.

Declension of the invariable nouns may be expressed as follows:

demonstrative, relative, interrogative and conditional pronouns. All these nouns

cannot take case endings, they are therefore declined in terms of their position in the

sentence.

Exercise

Decline the underlined personal and demonstrative pronouns in the following

Quranic verses:

Example:

Rule No. 18:

Invariable nouns (<—llJl£U^-Vl) include all the personal pronouns, most of the
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(This is not a verse.)
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CHAPTER 14

Interrogative Pronouns

Examples:

Answers (&.fr%

-

Questions (5k-^l)

t

.V

.a

Interrogative sentences always begin with interrogative particles.
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•' "\"*:\
' ' \>\

* • r

Explanatory Note:

I. £ (What): is used for asking questions about inanimate objects and animals.

It is attached with various prepositions for different meanings.

Why are you late today?
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Why are you sitting here? ^41* cjt^J

may also be replaced by ISuJ

Why are you late today? c/^l" &&}

About what are they asking? Y^j&U^*^ :(^=U+
)

jP)^ 4

With what did you write? ?c^ft :(^=C+^)|h

2. j—* (Who): is used for asking about human beings, j—* is also used with

prepositions as illustrated by the examples.

3. ji' (Where): is used for asking about places.

4. !»—S* (How many): is used for asking about numbers and measures. The noun

following it, is always singular, indefinite and in the accusative case. For asking

about prices^ is used.

5. (When): is used for asking about time.

6. (How): is used for asking about the condition or manner.

All these interrogative pronouns
(1)

are^ (invariable) except ^1 which is 4>S—

~

(inflected for case). Its declension keeps varying according to its grammatical

function in the sentence. Further details concerning it will follow in the forth-coming

chapters Inshallah. At this point, it is enough to know that the noun following it,

being its 4J1JL4—* occurs in the genitive case. It is used to ask about inanimate

objects and animals (ofy <ylif (jf), human beings (?LUjij^O* the time (c—ij£t

O^iU) etc. In English, it is normally translated as "which" or "what".

J* and ' are both particles not nouns.
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Rule No. 19:

Interrogative Pronouns are used to question about something. They occur in the

beginning of the sentence and are mostly invariable.

Translate the following sentences into Arabic:

1 . How many children do you have?

2. What is your (fern.) name?

3. Where is your maternal grandmother's house?

4. How many books are in your bag?

5. How many rooms are in your house?

6. Why are you worried today?

7. How much is this black pen (for)?

8. Are you all prepared for the exam?

9. Are you Egyptians or Iraqis?'
1

)

10. Where are these new students from? (fern.)

1 1 . Who is this beautiful child?

Exercise 2

Give sensible answers to the following questions:

Exercise 1
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A

.vx A\

At AX

?-J.uJl i^-jUJl .VI Ao

AA .vv

.Y«

,Yt
j > *S •

1 * - ' t

.Y1

.ft
' ' ' '

.rr

Exercise 3

Point out the interrogative particles in the following Quranic verses:

V, i • ' U * «* -

.jJLi }
^lip jl^ ^JlSj jIp Cj-iT . \ o
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Word List

Arabic English

WpHdinp rerpmonv

rTirne-iviinisier

Wpath**r* rlimatp

Religious

1
- '

'

Standard

Post-office

Sieve
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CHAPTER 15

0) and its Sisters
(i)

Examples:

* i

s —

—

*> Ml

Explanatory Note:

Consider the sentences in column ^J>—if. These are all nominal sentences. In each

sentence both the subject and the predicate are in the nominative case.

Now examine the sentences parallel to these in column These are actually

sentences of column A; the only difference being that the intensifying particle ^>>-)

01 (oifyli has been inserted in them. o\ (verily, truly) is characterized

*1}
0! and its sister are referred to as £

—

^\'Js\<jyj—L}\ (abrogatory particles) because when used in a

sentence, they abrogate the grammatical function of the sentence and apply a new grammatical rule to

it. Besides o\ and its sisters, there are other abrogatory words also which will be dealt with in

subsequent lessons.
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only nominal sentences and influences their declension by taking the subject in the

accusative case, which is now termed —-|(the subject of 0|) and the predicate in

the nominative case, which is now said to be (the predicate of o\).
{l)

After

the addition of 0]
i the declension of the sentences may be expressed as follows:

: (Intensifying particle) :jgjSd>*f»

With respect to the meaning, "y—

—

f ^— —i'-ilOJ" is more emphatic as

compared with "^J—£ J)-^ Ipj$liSM" since the former means, "Verily, Allah has

power over everything." The same rule may be applied in the rest of the sentences.

In the dual, the accusative case is indicated by —i\—$A2»*l—i and in the sound

masculine plural it is denoted by ^l^LgJuicC while in the sound feminine plural it is

The Subject of DJ when it is an - 5. . * -. ^ ... -

Attached Pronoun'
2
' ****^^*MH

Examples:

Personal Pronouns of the Third Person t-4l*Jl

(1)
Confusion may arise that the predicate was in the nominative case even before the addition of J[, it

may be replied that the reason for the nominative case before was that it was predicate of the subject.

After the addition of \ it is in the nominative case because now it is the predicate of OJ. Thus, the

cause of the nominative case has changed.

(21
Pronoun suffixes, when attached to J]

; and its sisters, are termed \>*^a J}***-
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or

or

or

or

or

Personal Pronouns of the Second Person

Personal Pronouns of the First Person

When an attached pronoun occurs as the subject of 01, the pronoun, being

invariable, may be declined thus: jf)*M ^i.

Example in Declension:

(1)
Before attaching j\ to a personal, pronoun suffix (singular or plural) a nun may be added:
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u
J[ occurs at the beginning of a sentence or after the verb "Jl—i" (or any of its

«* —

forms); J—I* ^Jj JIS". Whereas o> occurs in the middle of a sentence. As far as the

meaning is concerned, there is no difference between the two examples:

I know that Allah has power over everything. .^A ^ jgtfw jf o-Up

I heard that Zaid is coming today. -f
,a*J ^ ^-A*-1

I was informed that you passed the . o^*J ^iii ^iL 4

exam.
^ ^ ^ ** •* > ^

Ayesha told me that her mother is ill . . Oajji l# 61 *£3&'^'^

Points Concerning the Predicate of 0) jJjeJjjil

1. The predicate of u>| is sometimes attached to the intensifying particle "—I" for

greater emphasis.

Verily the Doom of your Lord will „ '

indeed come to pass. ^—
False worship is indeed the highest

t^liiJiJ'Jjl
'

1

wrong-doing.
'

Truly, strong is the grip of your Lord. . ir^-

2. The predicate of ol may also be a all^J» ilA
, a prepositional phrase.

Verily, man is in loss. .^^ 0»

Verily the righteous they will be in
B
* * ,s s

Bliss,
^J^i •

Surely, the earth is Allah's.
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Example in Declension:

—

3. The predicate of 01 may be a nominal or verbal sentence.

Verily, Allah forgives all sins. . ^ySi\^ d\

Verily, Khalid's father is generous. o^j'j LtfU 0!

Example in Declension:

4. If the subject of Jj is indefinite and the predicate of J[ is a prepositional

phrase, then the predicate precedes the subject.

^ is an adverb of place. Phrase consisting of an adverb of time or place is also termed iii^J'
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Sisters of b\ £>l£»>l
p

These are particles which differ from l>| in meaning, but agree with it in their

grammatical function, that is they introduce nominal sentences; they take the subject

in the accusative case and the predicate in the nominative case:

D$ - (but), cj- (if only), *J*J- (perhaps), tfc - (as if)

Examples:

But
The sun is shining brightly but the

weather is cold.

The students are ready for the

trip but the teacher is ill.

The exam is near but the students are

careless.

Life is serious but you are frivolous.

Like (It is used for comparison)

Knowledge is Hke light.

The two friends are Uke brothers.

The mujahideen are like an

impregnable wall.

As if (It has the implication of hopeful expectation or fear).

It is used here to imply some imminent danger.

Doomsday may be near. . ikUl ^iJ

The wounded (man) may be dead.

<l>

(^P 1 agrees with in meaning, but exerts no influence upon declension and is followed by

verbs.
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Hope is expressed here:

May be the two trees arc leafy.

May be the travellers are arriving . Oy^i &Jj£**}\^
May be the students (fern.) axe successful. , c*t*^>ti ol^UaJl "ft

If only (It is used to express a wish or desire. It is generally used for
£

something unexpected or impossible.)

If only the youth were everlasting. <-r>\1^3\

If only the moon were to rise in the day. . cJ} ^JU* >iJ»

If only the Muslims were united. t)jJ^s* JLAL+-\\

If only I were a king. .ilAL

Because (It is a compound of rV of purpose and %. It means : *

"because".) ^ * '

Zaid is absent today because his father is ill. .^J* SjJlj oVf*1
'
il^ 1j

The land is barren because the rain is scarce. ^WUi &\i\jJ*> *Je>*jH\

Ayesha is tired because she has guests. -u^l^ 0\3ju*J *-SJIp

Saleem has not come because he is m.p\^LJ^<%^ U
busy in his studies. ' * —

-

No. 20:

The intensifying particle o[ and its sisters are always inserted before nominal

sentences, changing the declension of the subject from the nominative to accusative

U)
01 and its sister are also said to be jiiM ffi.l ci}j?-i.e. particles resembling verbs. This similarity is

in two respects: (1) they resemble the past perfect verb in their apparent form, (2) they convey the

meaning of a verb. In jj—&'m jJ col is actually the substitute of a verbal sentence since the meaning of

the sentence may be expressed as "I affirm that Allah is Forgiving."
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making it the subject of l)J whereas the predicate (which can also be a prepositional

m

phrase) remains in the nominative case but is now referred to as d\ j*>-.

1 *
f

1

Sisters of o\are Di (which comes in the middle of the sentence whereas 0[ comes

in the start of it or after any form of the verb Jli), & usedfor introducing a word

or a phrase, contrasting with or qualifying what has gone before, ol 5 for

comparison, j^for hope or fear, c—3 to express a wish or desire and Ogl meaning

"because".

Exercise 1

Add the particles in parenthesis to the following sentences:

Example:

(jl>JGJ$ .Ol^Jp jJU ^1 01_ (01) . JUJp oJ>

.i

.T

.n . o

.A .V

A •

.U

.va

• T •

(LP) -bP^plJl- .\<\

Y Y
# f t r * - *

.Yi .rr
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(01) .d)*4*i£jUl 'fi£ A\

(
jl)

. ld<cL jljajl c-lii . Y A

(
ji) . j^liU- u/*>Ij SUai ^_Lip . r 1

(jt).j^ijjio^3_

I*

Exercise 2

In the following sentences every subject is a detached personal pronoun in the

i

nominative case. When 01 is inserted in these sentences the detached pronouns will

be replaced by attached pronouns:

Example:

Oj§pj*» (Op . Y

.l^UcJl (Oi)cJ> .1

oj^^ (oi) 3 c4i c-il ('oi) . \ i

.^ul(ci).^
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.ou^i3^ la* ut ('oi) y . ^ (jV) f
jj b£ . ^ <\

Y Y .i/U^y ^£l^ol%UJl .Y\

Exercise 3 (In Translation)

Translate the following sentences into Arabic:

I . Perhaps home is near.

3. I wish the sky were cloudy!

5. Verily, knowledge is an ocean.

7. Verily, idols are lifeless stones.

9. If only your sisters were present!

I I . If only your grandfather were alive!

13. Perhaps the new teachers are Saudis.

2. Perhaps the shoe is tight.

4. If only your son were pious!

6. I wish the orange were sweet!

8. If only I had a thousand rupees!

10. Perhaps these lessons are useful.

12. Perhaps religious books are cheap.

14. If only the rich man were generous!

15. Truly, the hypocrites of Madina are 16. It is as though Zaid were (lit. is) a

liars. lion.

17. The house is new but the furniture is 18. The cloth is good but its price is very

old. high.

19. It is as though the moon were (lit. is) 20. Your two paternal uncles are indeed

a lamp. pious.

21. There are truly some pious men in 22. It is as though the water were (lit. is)

the village. a mirror.

23. The room is cold because the 24. This woman is indeed pious but she

windows are open. is simple.

25. These sentences are indeed long but 26. Indeed, you are all tired but this work

they are easy. is important.
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27. These merchants make profits 28. It is as though a (lit. the) book is a

because they are honest. perfect companion.

29. It is as though there were (lit. are) 30. The students are present but the

veils on your hearts. teachers are absent.

31. The garden is beautiful because the 32. The students are celebrating because

gardener is hardworking. the holidays are near.

33. It is as though the world were (lit. is) 34. The teacher is in despair because the

an unbeliever's paradise. students are negligent.

35. Indeed, the two diligent students are 36. The streets of this city are narrow but

successful in the exam. they are level and clean.

37. Indeed, your daughters are educated 38. The heat is intense and the way is

but they are non-purdah observing. difficult but the home is near.

39. Your two elder sons are indeed 40. Verily, the unbelievers are bestowed

intelligent but your younger son is with favours in this world but they

foolish. will be punished in the Hereafter.

Exercise 4 (In Declension)

Decline the following sentences:

3

Exercise 5

Use every noun in a sentence in such a way that it appears as the subject of the

particle given in parenthesis:
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(oi) ji^Vi .i (^4) o^-xl^Ji.t

M Jr*-* y»-A (^) iist^rgi .v

Exercise 6
5

In the following sentences, form the dual and then the plural from the subject of o\

and make necessary changes in the sentences:

Example:

Exercise 7
s

Identify jl and its sisters in the following Quranic verses and pick out the subject

and predicate of every particle:

Example:

.o$&ll c41*i»S«l! 4

.
«L*iii ojk* eVpH • * • fetf^ r
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ti -CaJ : We have; with us
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Word List
Arabic English

Singular Plural

-r
v •

* • i"
—* ^ -/

Steamship

Crvine

Slow

lis-
•

Coward

* f
• «• «

One who fails

2

^ -
Secret; mystery

Pleased me; made me
happy

I heard

fa*- Evil; bad

I thought

*?

* > *

Judge

Ball

1 • ' ->
\ . ,1 - « T fwincr nnp annthprL^yJ Villi; i. MIL Ui K Mill. 1

Persevering

»• ' ' J

Society

Supplied; equipped;

accompanied

^ . .
>

Host
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English

Despairing; discouraged

Furniture

Gardener

Hard; difficult

Heavily clouded

Idol

Important

Lamp

Lifeless

Negligent; careless

One who is bestowed with

favours.

One who profits

Perfect companion

Punished; tortured

Simple

Stone

Thousand rupees

Vacation

Veil; cover

Important position

Arabic

Singular

*t

Plural

Obi

*

*\'.* \

« >

- <

'VI
"

i

• f • * *

*

&1
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CHAPTER 16 r>*

The Five Nouns

Examples:

j^JiaJ^ y gill ibb- ^liJU-

• • ' ' . - ># i ! ! . '

Explanatory Note:

There are five nouns in Arabic which have long vowels instead of short as their

case endings. They occur with a jlj rather than a<l-^ in the nominative case, an J^t

rather than a^i in the accusative case, and a ^ rather than a —£ in the genitive

case. These nouns are as follows:
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(father), ^ (brother), (father-in-law), j? (possessor, master of), £—

»

(mouth).

Now let us try to understand in the light of the above examples, the manner in

which these nouns are declined. In column ^—l! sentence 1 has occurred as the

subject. It is, therefore in the nominative case.
(2>

However, the sign denoting the

nominative case is a rather than a w>. Thus it follows that the jljis a substitute

for

In column ^ sentence 1 £1 has occurred as the object of the verb. Consequently,

it is in the accusative case. However, its accusative case is indicated by an J*—!'

instead of a Hence, it follows, that u& is a substitute for^ in the five nouns.

Compare the declension of the remaining nouns with this. In column ^ sentence 1,

4>f has come after a preposition. It is, therefore, in the genitive case. However the

sign denoting the genitive case is a ^ rather than a Y^S. Thus it follows that is a

substitute for the VjS in the five nouns.

Certain Conditions have to be met in Order to Decline "The Five

Nouns" with Long Vowels

I. The first condition is that they must be singular nouns. In case of being dual,

their declension is like that of the dual.

(I1

JU- normally refers to the male relatives of the husband like father and brother but it is also used for

the relatives of the wife.
( "' In accordance with the rules, the subject of a verb is in the nominative case.
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and in case of being plural, their declension is like that of a plural.

2. The second condition is that they must occur as the first term of an Idafa,

irrespective of whether the second term is a noun (^Jli or a pronoun In the

event of not being followed by a genitive, they have short vowels as case endings.

3. The third condition is that they must not be attached to the first person singular

suffix, otherwise, they are declined notionally.
(,)

4. Apart from this, the condition laid for
rt

ji" is that it must not have with it; or

else it will have short vowels as case endings.

»

t*' * „ »

"'The three types of declension have been mentioned earlier in chapter 13.
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Rule No. 21:

°ji tjp tp- t£l iv' as f/ie FiW Mw/w —IjJlftlll-S'l). Whenever they

occur in the singularform and as the first term of the ldafa phrase, their nominative

case is indicated by the accusative by jd\ and the genitive case by But when

attached to the first person singular pronoun (jJuSss—iJt
,
they are declined

notionally.

Exercise 1

The subjects in the following sentences are from the five nouns. Insert Jl in each

of the sentences:

Exercise 2

Fill in the blanks with the five nouns:

^ JL. . ilsu . \ r

" ,
" ji" also occurs as an adjective in which case it is in agreement with the noun preceding it in case

according to the general rule.
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Exercise 3

Translate the following sentences into Arabic:

L Is her father ill?

3. Zaid is annoyed with his brother?

5. Is your brother taller than

Saleem's brother?

7. Perhaps, Khalid's father is present

in this shop.

9. Zaid's father is returning from the

village today.

1 1 . Perhaps, Zaid is strong.(lit. a

possessor of strength)

13. Fatima's mother is an Egyptian

but her father is a Pakistani.

15. (Truly) Ayesha's father-in-law is a

big officer in this company.

17. If only Khalid's brother were

wealthy! (lit. possessor of wealth)

2. Is Fatima's father-in-law poor?

4. O Zainab! I am going to your

brother.

6. Is your younger brother an

engineer?

8. I said to the child: "What is in

your mouth?

10. Allah is of great bounty for (lit.

on) mankind.

12. This story is about (The

Two-Horned One)

14. My money is with an honest man.

(lit. a possessor of honesty)*
1 *

16. We are worried today because our

younger brother is missing.

18. O Khadija! Is your brother-in-law

the director of this company?
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19. Who is this spectacled student? 20. A learned man (lit. "a master of

(lit. student, possessor of learning") is better than an

spectacles) ignorant one. (ignorant may also

be translated as aJt^JyLl)
(1)

Exercise 4

Decline the five nouns (CJUj»illI-S|l) in the following Quranic verses:

literally, "brother of ignorance".
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Arabic

Word List

English

Singular

en

Plural

lid

Honourable; significant

Wealthy; rich

Tooth

Worthy; deserving; suitable. y>

li^s (he is worthy of)

Affection; sympathy; compassion

One who expels

English

Poor

;; pair o

Director

Lost; missing

Mankind

asses

Arabic

Singular Plural

V'V
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CHAPTER 17

The Verb in the Perfect Tense

The Singular Forms

Examples:

• -

Jpli = J^U- + J*i = ^jo i . Y
.* *

• ^

-

JpU =o +
J**

=^-*o

<i>iUi .V

Explanatory Note:

The verb in the perfect tense denotes an action completed in the past. The above

chart illustrates the singular forms of the verb "*I

—

m 1

in the perfect tense. This verb
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comprises three root letters ^Uand *l

—

u The first letter is referred to as —*; the

second letter is referred to as and the third letter is referred to as pV-
(l)

The and
f
N letters of a triliteral verb are invariably vowelled with i^ui

, a± but

the J* letter may be vowelled with <^i, a, and may also be vowelled with C—
and Vj~— i_. The vowelling of the letter depends on the generally accepted usage.

There is no particular rule for it.

The 3
rd

person singular masculine form: In Arabic when a verb is mentioned it is

always in the 3
rd
person singular, masculine form. The verb for "to go" is L*** which

»

means "he went". However, the pronoun he, 3
—», (which is the subject of the verb) is

not expressed; instead it is , concealed (implicit).

The 3
rd

person singular feminine form: It is formed by adding a vowelless *\—

J

(d^itxJl *tS) at the end of the verb.

As in the 3 person singular masculine form, the subject of ^—>i is a concealed

pronoun ^* and d**kJi*lJ is the indicator of the concealed pronoun. In C—»i J

—

4g£ is the subject (not of the verb i.e. it is C*25) - is a verb in the perfect tense

whose subject is the concealed pronoun (y*). The sentence (y^Oo is the predicate

of the subject ('^v). What we have here is a nominal sentence with a verbal sentence

as its predicate.

According to the rules of Arabic grammar, a verb always precedes its subject. For

that reason, we have not made *JU&" and *CfcB" the subject of the verb in
M a_*£

4-jfcS" and "c^ilLkli".

"'The past perfect verb has at least three letters, which are termed in inflection as "CGSfO^" root

letters, (or radicals). By adding one, two or three letters to these root letters, four, five and six letters

new verbs are derived from them; for instance, glM is derived from g*~< (he heard) by adding S>1* to

it means "he made (someone) hear". This will be dealt with in detail in part II of this book.
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You have observed that the subject of a verb may be a noun as in "*UU-

wiltUiL>iM and may also be pronoun as in "C^il-U", "iisilUi".

The subject of the verb is always in the nominative case.

The 2
nd

person singular masculine form: It is formed by making the letter of

the past perfect verb vowelless and adding (o) to it. In c~I*o (you mas. went), "o"

is the subject of the verb.

The 2
nd

person singular feminine form: It is formed by making the letter of the

past perfect verb vowelless and adding (o) to it. In c

—

1** (you fern, went), "o" is

the subject of the verb.

The 1st person singular masculine and feminine form: It is formed by making

the letter *N of the past perfect verb vowelless and adding (o) to it. In o>i (I mas.

or fern, went) "o" is the subject of the verb.

O t O c £>l These are termed %p\ ^'J\ 'j£^>" (apparent pronoun suffixes which

occur as the subject of the verb). These are attached only to the past perfect verb and

are said to be the subjects of the verb. They are called —> (apparent) because,

unlike concealed pronouns, they are apparent (i.e. they are read and written with the

verb).

The Object

A noun to which an action is directed is termed Sy** " (object) as in X—ijjf]

r
UW» (Zaid ate the food),

'

P
UWl is the object and in ^L^&\ (I read the book),

^\&$\ is the object.

The object is always in the accusative case.
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The Transitive and the Intransitive Verb
tfJgjS&Jr j

Certain verbs do not need an object or do not directly take the object in the

accusative case. Such verbs are termed
"
i»ji Jl*i* " (intransitive verbs).

Verbs which directly lake the object in the accusative case are said to be
"

ajOjo" (transitive verbs).

In addition to this, there are several verbs which are used with prepositions.

Examples:

According to the rules, ui—>4 is intransitive as it does not take the object in the

accusative case, instead it is followed by a preposition. However, with respect to the

meaning it is transitive. Such a case is expressed as " "

Rule No. 22:

The past tense —fL*J*^J 1) is used to denote an action that has been completed

in the past. This verb is invariable (^) and is declined positionally.

Rule No. 23:

The normal order in an Arabic verbal sentence is verb - subject - direct object -

adverb - then other matter. The subject of the verb always occurs in the nominative

case whereas the object comes in the accusative case. The subject is either

mentioned separately or attached to the verb in the form of a pronoun

QjUJlai^Jl 'j^>) or is implicit in the verb as a concealed pronoun C~LZ *J^). Given
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below are all the pronouns that are suffixed to the verb as subject: cUj to tc*» io

Exercise 1

In the following sentences, change the form of the verb replacing J-^^- by —Jp

and then cjf iojI and Uf in the given order* :

.S^-a^U;yl^ .A jiCJj^il.U .v

The students are required to memorize the meanings of all the verbs.
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-

Exercise 2

The following sentences contain four, five and six letter past perfect verbs.

Practice changing the form as before:

-

. Oll^l SLA> £i£ 1*1*- . 1 Y

Exercise 3

Translate the following sentences into Arabic:

I. Saleem traveled.

3. Zaid did not sit with us.

5. Ayesha drank cold water.

7. Did you read the new book?

9. Ayesha sat in the car. (<l~fj)

I I. The soldier fought with bravery.

13. Did Khalid listen to your advice?

15. Who went to the library with you?

17. Has the watchman locked the door?

2. Little Fatima woke up.

4. I sat under a shady tree.

6. Did you come yesterday?

8. My pupil learnt the lesson.

10. Khadija ate the sweet apple.

12. 1 woke up early in the morning.

14. 1 understood the difficult words.

16. 1 cooked the lunch and departed.

1 8. Did 1 leave anything on your desk?
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19. Have you heard the story of ^jaijl?

21. Did you (mas.) complete your work?

23. Did you arrive at the appointed lime?

25.The women washed her soiled

clothes.

27.1 picked a red flower from the

garden.

29.The traveller mounted his white

horse.

31. Where did Fatima keep her new

books?

33. Your maidservant cooked delicious

food,

35.Surraiyya put the fruit in the

refrigerator.

37.The naughty child tore the expensive

dress.

39. Khalid ate the tasty meat and

thanked Allah.

41 . Did you (mas.) leave your books on

the table?

43. You (fern.) wrote a very long letter

to your friend.

45. Ayesha cooked the food and served

it to the guests.

20. Hamid did not read the new book. 1

22. 1 brought this beautiful carpet today.

24. The carpenter made a beautiful chair.

26. The diligent student passed the

exam.

28. Zaid studied Arabic for several

years.

30. Zaid left the house and went to

school.

32. Ayesha! Did you clean the large

room?

34. The small child played with his big

ball.

36. Fatima! What did you offer your

friend?

38. The princess scolded her lazy

maidservant.

40. Yesterday, 1 took a walk in lush

green fields.

42. Allah sent the prophets (peace be

upon them).

44. Khadija opened the door and closed

the window.

46. The student (fern.) wore her veil and

boarded the bus.

To negate a past perfect verb, ^ is added before it e.g. U (he did not go).
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47. Allah made the pious believing

women enter Paradise.

49. Ayesha! Why did you hit your

younger (lit. small) brother?

The Dual Forms

Examples:

48. The maidservant washed the clothes

and swept the floor.

50. This morning when I read the

newspaper I became sad.(£%t&)

Jpli -gMJJR

1
^ , y

t
r;—?—:: r^~~

a^^U- -U + Jpli - CiJ + J*i - .Ljo

jpu = u + y* - ,v : ^ ° : N
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Explanatory Note:

A verb remains singular before its dual subject as illustrated by sentence 1 and 3.

However, if the verb occurs after a dual noun, then the sign of the dual " "

is attached to it. (Sentence 2 and 4)
(,)

The 2nd person dual form: It is formed by making the ^ letter of the past perfect

verb voweiless and adding "1*3 " to it.
(2>

The l* person dual form: It is formed by making the ^ letter of the past perfect

verb voweiless and adding the suffix "U",

Exercise 4

In the following sentences, change the forms of the past perfect verb from the

singular third person to the dual third person and from the singular second person to

the dual second person making all the necessary changes:

Examples:

"'A verb does not undergo any change when jL^j\^j-J) is added to it. It continues to carry a

o^i. The cU of L_Lii in the dual feminine verb is the ^—l&L-^ (the sign indicating that the

subject is feminine).

<2t The cVi of U: is the 2
nd

person pronoun and is the sign of the dual.
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- - - V - '

.
1 - " - f i

1 97

, - ,1

• o ' a ** a"t

?cJl^^>Jl^^>ciit .YT
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The Plural Forms

Examples:

1

•*
*

fc

t

3 '
{, , r

*
* p '

I t

3
s v : s # m t fc

LLo^ .V

Explanatory Note:

The 3 person plural masculine form: As has been stated, a verb remains singular

before a plural subject (sentence 1 and 3). If the verb is preceded by a plural
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masculine noun (occurring as the subject of the nominal sentence), the masculine

pronoun suffix "U-U^Jt jlj " is attached to it as the subject of the verb (sentence 2);

the "fY" letter of the verb is provided with a " and the superfluous »J»Jt ,
" —It

Sailj \ is suffixed to it.

The 3
rd

person plural feminine form: If a verb is preceded by a plural feminine

noun, the plural feminine pronoun suffix, (occurring in the nominative case), " j

—

>

" is added to the verb; making the
n
fi

" letter of the verb vowelless. (Sentence

4)

The 2
nd

person plural masculine form: It is formed by making the "fT of the

verb vowelless and adding the suffix to it. (Sentence 5)

The 2
nd

person plural feminine form: It is formed by making the "fN " of the verb

vowelless. And adding the suffix "Jl (Sentence 6)

The l
s(
person plural masculine and feminine form: It is formed by making the

fY of the verb vowelless and adding the suffix 'V. (Sentence 7)
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Translation

He went.
*• •

Singular

o

Masculine

They (dual mas.)

went.
Dual

They (pi. mas.)

went.
Plural

one: Wviiii Singular

I &
1 n
s

-

They (dual fern.)

went.
•

Dual

They (pi. fern.)

went.
Plural

You (sing, mas.)

went.

• •

Singular

61 1
S L\

1 t
O

You (dual mas.)

went.
Dual

You (pi. mas.)

uvnl.
Plural

You (sing, fern.)

went.

- -

Singular

3 fc

t t
CD

You (dual fern )

went.
Dual

You (pi. fern.)

went.
Plural

I went. Singular

1 § | | >We (dual) went. Dual

We (pi.) went.
•

Plural
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Exercise 5

Fill in the blanks with verbs given in the brackets, changing their form according

to the subject:

Example:

.0

(Sop) . •—} Juli £>u$^ . r

y^/syy^^ .a
(c^S) ifl^j^i^ .v

(OOP)

.j ^>>Jl oUpl . \T

O 1

)

J^i—} oil£ji iuL'Sii J^f . \ <\

(^) .jlToJl^C*
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Exercise 6

The underlined nouns in the following sentences are all subjects of a verb. Change

every subject (Jpli) to the dual and then the plural (mas. or fern.):

Example:

o^aj jjyi .t

~

Exercise 7

Rewrite the following passage several times by substituting the proper noun

and then pronouns c—51 tcJt cUil c^l c 1—il and j— for —j j making all the

necessary changes in the verb forms and pronouns:
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Exercise 8

Repeat Exercise 3 replacing j£j by jUi^Jl and then :>V and I—3< in the following

Exercise 9

Carry out Exercise 3 by substituting olipl and then tlil and j>*i for —f& in

the following passage:

I |fe1±- y«3l ilj 3 .^joirl^lfcy I^Ji } ;>U y cJ&S

^cJtla^ij tpir c-ot lift*

Translate the following sentences into Arabic:

L What did you (pi.) do today? 2. Did they break their promises?

3. I found my book with Ahmad. 4. We welcomed the Saudi brothers.

5. You (pi.) have earned bad deeds. 6. Did you keep your sister's secret?

7. Did you (pi.) search your books? 8. They (mas.) persisted in infidelity.

9. The girls ate some fruits and fell ID. 10. Did Ayesha desire to learn Arabic?

1 1 . The ruler amputated the thief s 12. Have you (pi.) understood the

hand. lesson?

13. Did you (pi.) forgive the friend's 14. Why did you (pi.) destroy

fault? yourselves?



15. Allah sent the prophets to their

people.

17. I helped the two sisters with their

studies.

19. Did you all go out for a walk

yesterday?

2 1 . Allah made the actions of the

unbelievers vain.

23. You (dual) offered thanks for

Allah's blessings.

25. 1 asked my little sister: "Did you

tear my copy?"

27. The women wore their and

headed for the bus-stop.

29. Khalid wrote a long letter to his

Egyptian friend.

31. The believing women patiently

endured hardships.

33. The shopkeeper placed several

beautiful watches on the shelf.

35. They (fern, dual) arrived at school

and entered the classroom.

37. The tailors of the village brought

sewing machines from the city.

39. The foreign students learnt Arabic

and then returned to their countries.

The Verb in the Past Perfect Tense

16. 1 asked Khalid: "Did you obtain the

passport?"

18. The travellers returned to their

country.

20. O Zaid! Did you stop your son from

going out?

22. They listened to my advice and

acted upon it.

24. The thieves destroyed the furniture

of the house.

26. O Ayesha! How many years did

you stay in Egypt?

28. The maidservant went to the market

and brought vegetables.

30. They murdered the elders and

spared the young ones.

32. The girls cooked the food and

served il to the guests.

34. These officers have rendered many

services to the country.

36. The small children became tired

and sat under a shady tree.

38. We asked the Egyptian sisters:

"When did you reach Karachi?"

40. Allah said to the sinners: "You

have benefited from your share."
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41. The unbelievers become happy and

contented with the life of the world.

43. We seated the guests in the

courtyard of the house and

honoured them.

45. The teachers (mas.) collected the

students' copies and took them

(copies) away.

47. The students boarded the bus and

anived at the Madrasah at the

appointed time.

49. The teachers (fern.) arrived at

school and found the students in the

auditorium of the school.

42. The beautiful princess picked a red

rose from the garden of the palace.

44. O Ayesha! Did you meet Zainab's

(maternal) aunt at the party

yesterday?

46. The unbelievers denied Allah's

signs and accused the Messenger

of lying.

48. The teacher asked the students:

"Did you understand the lesson and

write it in your copies?"

50. 1 asked Zaid and Saleem: "Did you

(dual) pass the examination? (lit. in

the examination)

1. After working out the exercise of this lesson, you have learnt that if the object of

a verb is a pronoun, this pronoun occurs attached to the verb, as in "OjjdL^ . If the

subject of a verb is an apparent noun jj) then it comes after the verb and the

object, as illustrated by the previous examples and if it is a jj\— j (apparent

pronoun occurring as the subject of a verb), then it comes attached to the verb

before the object pronoun e.g.: aJOpC ciSfc-

2. When the object is a first person singular suffix, it is necessary to interpose ao^

between the verb and the object. This j—i is termed
n
s_.li^ Jj— (the j

—

> of

protection) since it protects the verb from being taken in the genitive case due to
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The genitive case is a characteristic peculiar to nouns; a verb never occurs in the

genitive case.

E.g.: \L4&\&&

3. When the pronoun suffix occurs as the object of a verb in the second person

plural form^, a "jl/ is added to theV " in f% <You hit me )* ^

(You witnessed it).

Exercise 11

Bearing in mind the above rules, translate the following sentences into Arabic:

I. Zaid wronged me. 2. Ayesha served me.

3. You (pi.) disliked it. 4. You (pi.) greeted me.

5. Did anyone help you? 6. You (pi.) honoured us.

7. They accused me of lying. 8. Did you (pi.) help them?

9. I met Khadijah at the library. 10. You (pi.) did not hear him.

II. Did you (pi.) ask him about Zaid? 12. The two children annoyed me.

13. Did you (pi.) hit him without cause? 14. My mother stopped me from going.

15. Did you speak to them by 16. Did you open the Quran and read it?

telephone?

17. The parents left us at home and went 18. These books have benefited me

out. greatly.

19. My mother took me to my 20. Where are these books from? Have

(maternal) grandmother's house. you (pi.) brought them from the big

library?
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Exercise 12

Change the following verbs to the forms in parenthesis and then use them in

sentences:

IT

\
•

sv

^ A

s-

((-Jlp/'Ju.^Cim .V

(cJii ^ . ^ r

Exercise 13

Pick out the past perfect verbs in the following Quranic verses and point out the

subject (i.e. JpU) and the object (if any):

At
1

.^Sqi^iy^i .a . 3*gJi 4>ji3 cifcj .v
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. (4^h f^o*

•

x - .tSj^^UpAl^^^£>f^iJl . n
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Word List
Arabic English

to see; to notice

to master (something); to know

(something) well

to destroy

J^JU-I to seat (someone)

JaJ-f to make vain

^^-iu 3^-1 to inform; to tell

j^t to take hold of; to grab

to remove; to send out

to hide; to conceal

^pjf to annoy; to upset; to disturb

J?Ss-l to receive; to welcome

\—i£2*&»l to enjoy; to relish

J^g£*\ to listen; to hear

L .
-

. s

(^Ip) jiAl to pity; to sympathize

—i to become calm and quite; to be at ease

to prepare

jip' to close

J>»l to become separated; disunited; to part

to eat

^ol to finish; to complete
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English

to enter (in an office or a university)

to be victorious

to shift; to be transferred

to deny

to ruin; to destroy

to neglect

with great politeness; courtesy

to search for; to look for

to regret; to feel sorry

to follow; to pursue

to quarrel

to learn

to take care of

to take; eat (food)

Cleaning

to face; to head (for)

to wound; to injure

to collect

to obtain; to receive

to serve

to teach

to give; to remove

to revise
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1

Arabic English

CJj to put into order or giving; to arrange

, + '

to return

to welcome

j to fail

LJr
"j to wish; to desire

to board

odj Pomegranate

oi-L- to help

to fall

to hear

to eat one's full

to drink

to explain

to feel; to sense

to bear; to endure patiently

to be patient

headache

to forgive something

to cook

jUk to wrong (someone)

j-^p to count

<l>-i* to afflict; to punish
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Arabic

- * •

* •

** ».

rf
'»

'J
; -

English

to hang; to suspend

to act; to work

to plant

to wash

to be angry

to change; to alter

to open

to examine

to be happy (at)

brush

to do

to understand

to meet

to serve; to offer; to present

old; ancient

to read

to peel; to skin

to cut

to pluck

to hide; to conceal

to accuse someone of lying
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"ft" PfiTflP

-is***
*•

to disprove; to deny

<*

to dislike

to earn ; to gain

to break

to play

to signal; to wave; to make a sign

to be ill

to tear

to remain; lo dwell

to stop

»

to repent

to come down; to descend

j to help

to look at

to clean

w to be useful; to be beneficial to

' >'
to break a promise

To findX \J 1 11 IU

to see off ; to bid fare well

to put; to place

to come to a stop; to stand still
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Arabic

A little tree

Assembly; meeting; party

Battle field; war

Before him

Breakfast

Bus stop

Calmly; quietly

Clothes-line

Early in the morning

Fixed time

Foreigner; stranger

Going; departure

Home work

Naughty

Part

Passport

Potato

English

Preparation

Rest; easy: leisure

English

Singular

A* •

if

> It

Plural

> .

Arabic

Singular Plural

* - •
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Arabic English

Return
.*

Services

Several years

Sewing machines

Share

Slip; error; fault
tA'
ayiA

' >"
Soldier

Something

Sweet; pastry

Tea

The life of the world
A, > , •

Thief; robber u
to be saddened

to bring

to come

to fight

to lock

10 maKc some one or son k hhino pnfpr I mLiuug ciiicr ^r^-3
'

to make something

English A
Singular

to memorise

Arabic

PfafOl
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Arabic English

to scold £j}

to send l^J

to set off «-*>aJl

to sweep

to take a walk *s*

to travel

to wake up -k*-^

to wear y#4

Today fj^l

Trust; reliance

Unripe

Vessel; container ^
Yesterday ^j^to^r^
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CHAPTER 18 j±s> ^\

The Adverb of Time and Place
(i)

The Adverb of Time

I walked in the garden in the

morning.

I left the Madrasah in the

aftei

We drank tea in the evening .

The pilgrim returned from Mecca
on Thursday night .

We went to visit relatives on

Friday .

I met Zaid in the library yesterday .

Today the weather is cold.

I am travelling to Lahore tomorrow.

I sat with my friend for a moment.

I stayed in Lahore for two years.

The grape ripened in summer.

ji^ ^.3Ui^ tap !L;u .n

.v

.

(

j!^L- ^-a^j <jJ^ . ^ »

, - * -

(l) The adverb of time and place are also termed **«—SyJ^iii*
1 since they denote the time or the place in

which the action has occurred.
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Snow fell in winter.

I took the exam before Ramadan.

Saleem is returning from Egypt two

days after Eid .

.t

Mb r

Explanatory Note:

The above-mentioned examples illustrate the adverbs of time (01— jJ* <->
°)'J*>).

The

adverb of time is a noun that is used to express the time of the occurrence of the

verb. Generally, it occurs in the accusative case.

However, sometimes it occurs in the genitive case when it is preceded by or —>

as in (£^1 J*
<•Jfth ^ tcLUJV) and sometimes it occurs as the noun qualified by a

genitive (^U^lJl) as in Jl*J iu^ti] }jt "J?)

Note: The days of the week take the form of the Idafa phrase.

Examples:

Wednesday fc^flfja -° Saturday

Thursday tr4*^,fja -1 Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

If the adverb of time signifies a specific time it is generally rendered definite by

the article Jl,

Examples:

One day I went to the seaside. >J+2\ J[
0>^^4^

Today I went to my friend's house. .^^^^l^l^4*i

Friday -V

(,)
It would also be con-eel to say:
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I travelled at night .

My father returned last night.

Some adverbs of time are invariable for instance: ^—*f
. The final vowel

(kasra) is static, however, it becomes declinable when preceded by the definite

article l)\ and a (iX») which takes it in the genitive case.

Examples:

Some adverbs of time invariably occur in phrase form always ending in a.

Examples:

I worked hard day and night. .j\+> JIJ

I praised Allah morning and evening .

The Adverb of Place

Examples:

1 saw a crow's nest on a tree.

The cat sat under the table

The praying men stood behind the Imam

The students sat in front of the teacher.

I sat near the principle for an hour.

You went with friends for a drive.

Zaid stood between Khalid and Saleem.
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and right, then crossed the ^1^%^ .A
street.

r
,

Liii

* J

Today I walked a mile .
.!>C^lJl

. ^

Explanatory Note:

The above-mentioned examples illustrate the adverbs of place. The adverb of

place is a noun that expresses where the action of the verb was committed.

It can be indefinite and in the accusative case as in : %—*Y£\ * such is the

case however when the location is unspecified. The same rule applies in sentence 8.

Generally, the adverb of place occurs as the noun qualified by Idafa (i.e. *JLilJl)

and in the accusative case. Occasionally, it occurs in the genitive case with a

preposition.

They have an awning of fire above rf^"&5>P&P5 rft*

them and beneath them a dais (of fire).

The water slipped from between my fingers. *w? {T j*" *

I have come from the best of people. -u^ 1

«fe No. 24;

TYie adverbs of time and place } jlSUJl are Msed to express the time

and place of the occurrence of the verb. They both generally occur in the accusative

case but may also occur in the genitive case, ifpreceded by a preposition.

(l)
It is also correct to say and JlLt_Jiob. Refer to the Quranic examples at the end of this

lesson.
(2) Although "mile" signifies a particular distance, the location is unknown.
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Exercise 1

Translate the following sentences into Arabic:

L. I waited an hour. 2. The stars rose at night.

3. I recited the Quran at Fajr.

5. The chill increased at night.

7. Do you have religious books?

9. Your black pen is under the desk.

1 1 . There is a hedge around the garden.

13. We climbed the step of the airplane.

1 5. The exam went on for two weeks. (2)

4. Saleem sat behind Zaid.

6. Our visitors departed at Asr.

8. Is there anything under you?

10. Yes, my small sister is with me.

12. Is there anyone with you now?(l)

14. 1 knocked at the door several times.

16. The mosquitoes increased in winter.

17. 1 waited two minutes then I departed. 18. The guard stood in front of the door.

19. He stayed with his friend for a

month.

21. The student stood before the

principal.

23. Ayesha will go to the shops

tomorrow.

25. We studied religious subjects for a

long time.

27. The mischievous boy is on the roof

of the house.

20. The plates are on the kitchen shelves.

22. Zaid sat between his father and

brother.

24. Darkness settled over the world at

night.

26. One day I met Ayesha in the

market place.

28. 1 looked to the right then I looked

to the left.

29. This villager's house is on the top of 30. 1 thought for a moment then I wrote

the mountain. the answer.

Now: o$

Wenton:^
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3 1 . We returned from the function after 32. Have you studied Arabic for two

'fska prayers. years or one year?

33. When it rained, I spread an umbrella 34. 1 revised my lesson for an hour then

over my head. I set out for a drive.

35. This is my room and above (it) is my 36. In front of us there is a blackboard

younger brother's room. and behind us are windows.

37. Those mountains are very remote 38. My house is small, in front (of it)

and behind them is a small village. there is a mosque and behind (it)

there is a public park.

39. The president is with the finance 40. The Egyptian guests are seated

minister of the Islamic country in the under a shady tree in the garden

conference hall. and their servants are with them.

Exercise 2

State the adverbs of time and place in the Quranic verses below:

•^ ^>^>^> r«J ^ .^i^i%^t o»i^} . i \
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Word List

Fnolich r\l dUlt

Singular Plural

tseiore, in ironi oi

Cold

Hedge
# • *

islamic counmes a-'.M* Ml ,\i i I'lt

III dlllCU - 1
.

-1
.

'*
1 w ll

Leader, President

IVllllUlC V

Moment

Mosonito

Pnhlir Park

Roof
• *

Stairs

to climb
.»

^
, i .>-^

IU UlLKuM
**. *f «

tr\ c#*ttl** rw/c*r

to think

to wait

Umbrella ilk-

Villager
- .i

World
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CHAPTER 19

ois'and its Sisters
(i)

Examples:

•

.J^U OLuslS cit^iUjJl «f
-

c
• > J - •

<h
l^j*1jtfhttt termed <i.—-u Dll2, since they cancel the existing declension of the nominal sentence,

by taking the u2J in the nominative case and the _^>- in the accusative case. This declension is the exact

opposite ai\#pAjty
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Explanatory Note:

The sentence in column ud\ are ordinary nominal sentences with both the subject

and predicate in the nominative case (i.e. fefrj*).

In column t*>, the sentences of *jJt have been preceded by CAS* (u^y^O*5>-
0)

The addition of JlT has caused two changes in the sentence:

1 . It has made the (subject) and it is now called "OlS'jU-l".

2. The meaning is now in the past, as in \

j j—»Jt OlT which now means 'The

weather was rainy."

In column £, the sentences of column o^have been preceded by *[r3. Like 01

—

?
9

this is also ^ait

—

> ^Li^)ii(2) and is used with nominal sentences taking the subject in

the nominative and the predicate in the accusative. The addition of —
1 has negated

the sentence in the present tense, as in jil»
t
>4J

M

, (The weather is not rainy.)

The table (of the verb forms) of 01

—

f is like that of any ordinary verb. The only

difference is that the second radical or root consonant (J^j£) in OlT is a J^^^
(alif). This alif only remains in the third person forms; singular, dual and plural and

is eliminated in the remaining forms. In these, the kaaf of 01—f is vowelled with a

damma which represents the eliminated jlj.

0) These are termed Oiu3^3 (weak verbs) because, unlike ordinary verbs (<—*tf3&v) the meaning of

these verbs is incomplete without a predicate. This lesson deals with only and a&. The remaining

verbs will be dealt with in part two of this book.

,2) The imperfect verb (ofi) and the imperative verb Qj>) are also derived from 0L_T. Such verbs are

termed ttj^^ftl, inflected verbs (i.e. verbs which change their form). on the other hand, is not

inflected, neither the imperfect nor the imperative is derived from it. It is one of the inflexible verbs

&U» 3uTf, (i.e. verbs which do not change their tense).
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The Third Person yflSifi (j^f 'Sjl^r
y

.A^laJlj tltj^M OlS*^s*

2

l t
CO V.

R

m

1 I
<g LjL-jf ^ ^ jiT pi :^ C*p*

L_ft c^JV'b jir pi sdd^i ;>iii : oir

i x
1 1
& r

9 I

X 1 •
,
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** -

-
1

1

<

1

3 E

1

1

5.
-

f r

Plural

h
cjis air^ : ^ 3^y otr

1 £

1

1

jL_rp rodilii iu) o+ >iu g& Sir

I £JIT pi rj^-Jl o^i + £i :|s- Ja2i
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The Second Person ytbjt^
Singular

2
QJ I. ,

~~

tl*)L_r pi :^ J (^) :o+>iU £i :Oir

Singular

1 E {
— - f L

—

1
'

C

c

f \
1 t

-

1 E

1

1

si
EL

'

c
S.n
Plural |!

8 [
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The First Person ^ Jjpfc
-

CD

c^^ -j air pi :o+ >u *p :OlT

J^j^ jlT^i- lo^ii-

W £ r

1 It I1— — • f '

—

fi? 2 ~ ~

D 3 1. <v

*(*^ 0*JI 4j ^tUb j-s^-> JO y*>- .JJj*f^>-" " »»
** If&L

Explanatory Note:

It has already been mentioned that if the subject of a verb is an apparent noun the

verb preceding it will invariably be singular. .jj^Ji cj^Ji^ '^'
}
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On other hand, if the subject
([}—fUll) precedes the verb it will be in accordance

with the number of the subject (i.e. singular, dual or plural). In this case, its will

be j>;^or^as in: .?JbJlci$^
The same rule applies to JIS'. When the subject of Ol^is an apparent noun, 01

—

f

remains singular. E.g.: jiVf^ o^; however, if dtfls preceded by its subject

ii conforms to the number of the subject (J*li) E.g.: .jij—-f
l>- j^jLJl and the

subject of OtT (jlS'p— l) will be ^r^— or jjl* . In the above-mentioned example,

jl^^i is <PUjrJl jij.

The Third Person yJUJl Dji*

2
SO

£ S
& to ^

1

1

C

«
**

1

^jJ pi rbtWl i&jjll b& :o+

.-•'.1, * • ' - ,s s
. |,

* »i.<
.sys

CD

I £

i x
i L

5j
—1>- ^ij ^j>«-* <LkJxJl C^ll^ cajxIaHj ^j^am

."stflfejl"
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1 S
1 t

a r
C
EL

* 'a' 09'"

' * ** % , ,

pi roiagji 1 4^e :o+ ^su 3s
.m.^|lii.. *j

*

sf t

*j_Ju :aJ_J tt5_j£ tail :^i3l

1 [-.

1 ^

I*

'ah*'

i-j S*£Ji y&i /"id £i 'A *g\

1 y\
§ b

§%
-1

—
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.'JO .ijuji il* J r

1 C
1- ^
^ r

?

§.

•! -"'-Il * •'.-{'•' '1-I1M1

*•

The Second Person ^iuji^ ^)air

. " * * .
• * f

t

e| |
CD o

JB% rflf u4> if!!

^ v^il; ^45^ :1^4^

.'jo /iiji
&h
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U% &®kZ,£Z^ p- *Q~Ji ^)

The First Person
**

* t ft
' ' *

1.1 ft
ft

1 5- LT.
s i - -

ltf\D —
ft

t^J £J ^ (Sft>i) Otg^l&
. Jsi S% ^>

ft

[fa

Ml
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The Predicate of a Weak Verb may jji^. 44bfe 03^§1 J^Jl

be a Prepositional Phrase or a '
• 5

Sentence V

Examples:

Explanatory Note:

The predicate (^) of weak verbs may be a prepositional phrase
1

(«

—

UjJIaL*')

(sentence 1 and sentence 4). In this case the is declined as follows:

If the subject of S* and J is an indefinite noun and the predicate is a

prepositional phrase, the predicate generally precedes the subject, (sentence 2 and

sentence 5). The predicate is declined: U ; feJ ^fo^ and the subject is

declined as:^J^ Dlif^L

The letter pi

—

\ is often attached to the predicate of ^1—' for emphasis. This is

termed: SoJlj^lJ, (sentence 6). With this *tj, the predicate of assumes the form of

the prepositional phrase.

Similarly, the predicate of ^aiU^ii may be a nominal or verbal sentence (sentence

3 and sentence 7).

0) To recapitulate, JJ&L&llA can consist of ^*Yi>—* or the noun of time and place and its genitive
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Rule No.25:

jl—r (5 added to a nominal sentence, changing its meaning to the past, and

changing the case of the predicate from nominative to accusative, making it the

predicate of whereas the subject which is now called the subject of o\—f, stays in

the nominative case.

The grammaticalfunction of^3 is the same as that of JlT but it is used to negate

the nominal sentence. o\—Zand J~l—J keep changing theirform with relation to the

subject like any other verb.

Exercise 1

Rewrite the following sentences, using t)lS":

Example:

• X

.i

.1
,
• t •M •*

• A A>^.^jJl .V

.1 •

M
-

,\i .LX+'jKpH\ .NT

.M

.\A

. T .jdlHouJ^ji .Nn

.Yi
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.jj.ua* of .To

.TV

.-r^^^Ji .r.
**

.n
"* * > ' » !

.r\

.rr

To
. 9- • »i .

* * ' • '

.TV

. obiii; uujju} ju-^i. ii>]i i&

.11

Exercise 2

Re-write the following sentences using [y^ :

Example:

4J

.1

.J^Jk.Vi .a

-

.i^iolft^l .\A

• J . ' J . » J
• * I • • II

.^JSiSj© .v

* * 9 1 ' t '
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.

f
lfVl S>^ SjUl JjJl ihL . Y A

Exercise 3

The subjects of the following nominal sentences are Of —^(detached

pronouns). Re-write the sentences twice, using Jtf'and

Example:

.su^tf .y

i,

-

.'. >* .

.^l^i^vlii . Y Y

j^id^i

• * •
" i -f -

S * „ - ^

* * * *
f

.^jj>j^t .Y^
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Exercise 4

In the following sentences change the verb forms making the underlined nouns

subjects of nominal sentences:

Example:

•

.\

.t .r

.1

.A .^Ur^iil^IilcilT .V

—f

.u

.U

,V1

.VA * - „ -

Exercise 5

Translate the following sentences into Arabic:

I . The sky is clear.

3. You have no excuse.

5. Are you not both brothers?

7. You have no religious books.

9. Doubtless, you were truthful.

II. These gardens are not fruitful.

13. Are not the diligent successful?

15. No one is my friend in this city.

1 7. Is your father sitting next to you?

2. Wc have no wealth.

4. The new shoe was tight.

6. Those people are not careful.

8. Yesterday, I had guests over.

10. The two servants were asleep.

12. Both ministers were dishonest.

14. My books are not on the shelf.

16. Are not these lessons important?

18. The Muslim girls were in purdah.
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19. The city's buildings are very high.

21. These children's shirts are not

clean.

23. Nowadays, my parents are not

present.

25. You are not stupid but you are

negligent.

27. In olden times, the Muslims were

united.

29. The crimson was spread over the

horizon.

3 1 . The view of the sunset was very

beautiful.

33. All those women were standing at

the door.

35. Saleem is not Zaid's brother, he is

his friend.

37. 1 was very fatigued which is why I

was absent.

39. Nowadays, Muslims do not follow

Islamic laws.

41. All the teachers were seated in the

principal's office.

43. My parents were happy with my

success in the exam.

45. The walls of our room were

extremely clean and white.

47. Doubtless, these two craftsmen are

not skilled but they are honest.

49. The mothers of these children are

not negligent but they are busy

nowadays.

20. O Ayesha! You are not happy today.

22. Yesterday, the weather was very hot.

24. The visitors are not at home right

now.

26. These beautiful carpets are not

available.

28. The clothes of the two boys were

muddy.

30. These books are not suitable for

children.

32. Last year I was a student in the

University.

34. They were those who rejected

Allah's signs.

36. The children were asleep in the

adjacent room.

38. The foreign students were tired after

their journey.

40. You (fern, pi.) are not ignorant but

you are careless.

42. The brother of these two men was a

famous doctor.

44. Were the shops closed last

Friday?

46. Ayesha was present yesterday but

she is not present today.

48. Today, the religious schools are not

closed, yesterday they were closed.

50. I went to Zaid's house in the morning,

he was seated in the garden in

accordance with his custom.
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Exercise 6

Examples in Declension:

' L

»ii * • "* *' -
-

i
J •

i
' '
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Decline the following sentences on the pattern shown in the examples:

* > £ "} * -

Exercise 7

State the subjects of JlS'and ^^-J respectively in the following Quranic verses:
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Word List

Nouns

Arabic English

**\ i >< ill ii rsingular Plural1 lUf III

r~* . - _ - 1. .

Family

JUT Horizon

Matter

Ancient times

Building

} , -

carelessness, rasnncss

Official tour

3d- Porter

<
# Conspiracy

Constantly journeying

* **\
People; nation; race

* r-' Beating

*' - ' • i"
Gale; storm

Link

Sunset
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Nouns

Arabic

Singular

" '
.
-

Singular

# -

4 i-

Arabic

Adjectives

V

-

English

Temptation; discord

Example

Electricity

Star

Blessing

English

Illiterate

Profiteer

Soft hearted

Brilliant; genius

Universal

Severe

Severe (used for cold)

Decisive

Content

Unpleasant
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Nouns

Arabic English

Singular Plural

Careless

That which has been paid

>*,< , .
o'

Unpleasant; hateful

To be in pain

* 9 'J Viewer; spectator

4
.*>

/•

Incandescent

Twinkling

Muddy

Happy

+ , > > Saddled

*\ * - * °. > One who is on strike

Disturbed; turbulent

*

Trail**CTrp*»Qnr

One who objects

3b Useless

Ironed

Suitable

Filled
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Nouns

Arabic English

Singular Plural

Suitable

JJUili Cut off; servered

yJZ Broken

0> Defeated

Be in love; enamoured

$ Easy

^ Muddy

English Arabic

Singular Plural

According to his custom

Crimson °-r*^

Islamic laws «3^f*>on

Negligent o]ULl^
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CHAPTER 20 Oj^l^jJl

The Relative Pronouns

[Examples:

1 a ' ?

- , "

* *

^ ' ' ' f *

- - ' <
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° ' ' ' \ * V ^

<•

* -*

(*)

Explanatory Note:

1. The relative pronoun is a definite noun after which a sentence is added to specify

the intended meaning. In English, it is generally translated as "that which", "who"

etc.

2. The relative pronoun is followed by a sentence as illustrated by the above

examples. This may be a verbal sentence E.g.: OL^VI^^J ^iJt^ / and may also

be a nominal sentence. E.g.: .
£jJi Jic^i^. This sentence is termed H

—

Jj—^^IJl (the relative sentence) . This sentence normally contains a personal

pronoun, which refers back to the relative pronoun. In the previous example, the
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personal pronoun in d(L-!*f y> refers back to the relative pronoun and is termed

JJIp" (relater) in grammar.

In 0L_>^t JtZf^ ^*C/' the subiecl of the vcrh£— the concealed pronoun

"3*" is the relater.

3. The relative sentence may also be a prepositional phrase.

Examples:

4. The relative pronoun gfiWis used for the singular masculine while ^» is used for
> ***

the singular feminine and is used for the dual masculine while u)l—=Ul is used for

the dual feminine and ^JJ' is used for the plural masculine while ljS'£>\ or ^TAJi and

^pUi are used for the plural feminine.

5. is also a relative pronoun which refers solely to human beings and it has the

same form for masculine and feminine, singular, dual and plural.

Examples:

6. "t—*" is also a relative pronoun which generally refers to inanimate objects and

animals (sentence 2 of -J) and "Ay
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7. AH relative pronouns are invariable with the exception of OuUl and
(,)

<JtAUt which

are declined just like the dual, that is they appear with an Js& in the nominative case

and with p\—j in the accusative and genitive cases. In sentence I in ^J>—J» —

*

l has

occurred as^jJ^^J^i, In sentence 2 it has occurred as ^-^^—^5*^ J and

in sentence 3. it is preceded by a preposition and declined thus:

^jJl (^JJl and ^jJJ 1 arc declined in the same manner i.e. their declension is "^J^-

On the other hand in the previous examples 6)Jill and DUUl have occurred with an JJt

in the nominative case when appearing as the subject of a verb; and have occurred

with a p\—j in the accusative case when appearing as the object of a verb; and have

occurred with a in the genitive case when preceded by a preposition.

8. The relative pronoun may also occur immediately after a noun. This noun will

invariably be definite and the relative pronoun will be called its adjective:

a. In
n
i^4H\ j_ C/^ [ is lhe subJect of the verb whi,e^ is

its adjective (£*j3»~^.

b. In *$fi^jfcfSfc$CM oUlT aikJi is the object of the verb and is

its adjective (»-Jai ^»).

c. In "OU^Nl^^J^aJi UliaJlJ^A-lh" ^JlWlis in the genitive case due to the

preposition and £silt is its adjective ($*-^~*^?).

i/te No. 26:
* * * , * * *

j*i-J $J$3k i^tall lOUUl i^l t^jJi are a// dV/?m7e relative pronouns which come

after a definite noun and agree with it. Except J»J—Ul and Jl—all all of them are

invariable. The relative clause (J^}H»aL^) which comes after the relative pronoun

contains a detached, an attached or a concealed pronoun which refers hack to the

(U
Besides juli' and Jiii', csUs also inflected Tor case. It will be dealt with later tnshallah.
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antecedent and agrees with it, it is called the relator OJU-). 1

—

» and 'j—* are

indefinite relative pronouns. They can be used for human beings as well as for

inanimate objects and animals. They remain the same for singular, dual, plural,

masculine andfeminine.

Exercise 1

Fill in the blanks with the appropriate relative pronouns and also state the

grammatical function of the relative pronoun in each sentence:

' -i. ' ''

^dJicJipjil .v

. lo* SJjiJ
r
pi UiU i£&Ji . S a

fijA 4S^i ^3 j*Lti
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gr-? —-J

.Jl^l

£-4 i>i_^ oir^

^ Jl —^ -r \

Jlfy oJa^-i diJ.ri

yJJ ^uJji ^-piy l-**-tT

*! *
,
- ' n ' - -

Exercise 2

Change the underlined nouns in the following sentences to the dual (mas. and

fern.) and then the plural (mas. and fern.) and make the necessary changes:

Example:

. j, ipj ji 2ji ji$wi jil*
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^jif-Lailj vjlS' i^-AJ' ^5^' ^p^-1-^" 1 -A

fllff

3? S#'r&&iLi .v

Exercise 3

Supply the relative sentence for each relative pronoun:

_^ilL&ui* .i v.

-^jji^Ll^r .v
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Exercise 4

Use the following nouns in sentences so that they occur as the antecedents of

relative pronouns:

a^l£Ji .a 3&Ji .v

. \ y

• < V.y. oi^sii . \ <\ ^riroJi.^A

Exercise 5

Decline the relative pronouns in the following sentences:

. aiiji slUji^ ilifU . o

Exercise 6

Translate the following sentences into Arabic:

1 . Where are the children whom you 2. Is this the bag that you took from

taught? Ayesha?

3. Is this the ring which your maid 4. Whose are these scissors that are on

servant stole? the table?

5. This is the pen with which I wrote in 6. Where is the jar in which the Zam

the exam. Zam water was?

7. These are the two pious women who 8. Who is the small child who is

helped the poor. sleeping on the sofa?

9. Where are the two students whom 10. Where is the red basket in which I
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the teacher scolded?

1 1 . Where is the woman who was

worried about her child?

13. These are the thieves who stole your

money last week.

1 5. This is the institute where I learnt

the Chinese language.

17. The enemy destroyed the village

which was on the border.

19. Have you read the two letters which

you received yesterday?

2 1 . Where are the small children who

were sitting under the tree?

23. This is the ancient museum which

pleased the foreign tourists.

25. Are these the criminals whom the

policemen arrested yesterday?

27. 1 drank the bitter medicine which I

had brought from the pharmacy.

29. How many men died in the bloody

battle that took place last year?

31. The children who were playing on

the street are my brother's sons.

33. We greeted the teachers who came

from Saudi Arabia two weeks ago.

35. Are these the two lessons the

questions of which are very

put the vegetables?

12. 1 rewarded the students who worked

hard in studies.

14. These are the infidels, who are

enemies of the Muslims.

16. The women who left the school a

minute ago are teachers.

18. Have you closed the windows which

were open last night?

20. The child swallowed the two tablets

that were in his hands.

22. The patient who was admitted to the

hospital yesterday died.

24. Perhaps, this is the shirt in the

pocket of which I put the money.

26. Did you give charity to the beggar

who was standing at the door?

28. What is the colour of the carpet

which Ayesha brought Saturday?

30. Where are the ironed clothes which

the maid servant put on the bed?

32.How is the magazine which the

lamia Islamia published last month?

34. Have you met the students who

have come from Madina

University?

36. The Quran is the book which Allah

revealed to Mohammad^, u*^^).
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important?

37. The hounoured pilgrims who went 38. Did you prefer the world

to Mecca for Haj last month have which is transient to the Hereafter

returned. which is eternal?

39. Is this the officer who is responsible 40. This is the water of Zam 7am, about

for the administration of this the benefits and blessings of which

department? are so many hadiths. (#53^^)

Exercise 7

Pick out the relative pronouns in the following Quranic verses and give their

form:

oUJQi I^Uj\p^A^ js-j . y Y ^ j&ii fSj* I^S ^Jjl )$ £ . Y \
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Word List
Arabic English

Singular

to guard, to preserve, to

obtain; to win

aid to save; to rescue

to exchange something for

something

the only solution

(_j)3jLi^
-

to hold on to something

to destroy; to annihilate

golden

OP Hood

velvet like carpet

1 ' ?

life long

ifc to teach

necklace

bomb

i rewarded

m cake

-
' 1

slate

made; produced

" 10. to pull down; to demolish; to

wreck
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English Arabic

Singular Plural

Bloody war

Border; boundary; limit

Chinese language
*> ,

Institute
<•

Jar
l*

Money

Transient, mortal v

Permanent; Eternal

Policemen
*

Scissors
a :

w <

Sofa; couch
>

Tablet

•**

to die

to please
•

to publish; to issue

to swallow
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Miscellaneous Exercises

Exercise 1

A. Change each singular noun into plural in the following sentences:
g o

. y

y

A
y

.» *
*• " i J 1 ill

ti *
i* .** * tit ti

• >
. T

- *• * " s*

.A
8 i *-*f^

.V

* » * *

^ . i ' • ' • • i - i :

• \
' 1 ^^j^ ' o>4-^ J-*

*\

. ^ Y . > \

*»« "a* "
-f

. ^ t . \ r

. \ 1 A?
O * "I 1. '

1
* ill""?

. \ A
A*J * ' ** £ - ^ li J • 1

/"* (ii* t

.\ V

•if ^J^ 1

w
• i

•

,o I a - •

•5 . • ll 1 1 , • 11 ' ' «| 'tl .» »- • It

• Cs^ ^ 'i cr!^ 1 &™ . \ ^

is a j * *

. Y Y .Y\

. Y t .YT

.Ye

. Y A .TV

y

.r. .Y^

.H ,f\

* * *• ** '
• f . ...(",:•- : S

,rr

.rn To

.VA
y y y y y ' y W

y

.rv
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.i

>llowing sentences:
f * s + *

t

,t .r

,i

• *

• A .V

IS

.\ •

1.0
•

<\

*

.\ r . \ \

.\ i

* £ •

.3,'. V. JbJl .vr

.n
* a •

. \ A ,vv

. Y •

* j •

.YY
<* •

.Y\

.Yt

' * - J

•

.rr

.H .To

. Y A .TV

T«
** * *

T\ .r\

I • ' 5 'i.

.rt .rr

*• ^ ;

.n To

- *

TA TV

• t • .n

.it

* ^ • j „ •

.tr
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C. Change the masculine nouns into feminine in the following sentences:

. Y

.1 T

.1 .0

*-

.A .V

,1 • A

,V1 ,\ \

. \ i .\r

.VI .\o

. ^ A .\v

.1 • M

.rr .Y\

.YY

. V "I .To

.TA .TV

.r. .Y<\

• > * TY .r \

Tt .rr

.n To

TA TV

4*
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%

/UJ\^^J\ .it -kill .it

3 ' ^
.to

.t\

D. Fill in the blanks with appropriate prepositions:

.\

.S>JbJt aWsil .r

9 '

.a

.V

*

.jJaiJi Sf>Ji

,

,

y

>

ft

.vr

. v©

.odjj j**JI
. w

.uI$Jt bj >L- A%

E. Fill in the blanks with "colours":

iCli\ . Y
. & A

S

LjJi
. *i

o>^Jl .A

-* a

.*

• - •*

«*» • V

* ° !

#
.1

^JJI
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.M ajjjll >V«

,VA j^J' .VV

. Y • J»>jl .H

Exercise 2 (In Reading)

F. Read the following sentences aloud with the correct pronunciation:
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Exercise 3 (In Reading)

G. Read the following sentences aloud with the correct pronunciation:

?iJU*v^c^ai .1

.ALJl^-Jj^ajj-Ti-jX.
j
i^U^ tiJiS a-LajlSL-^Ji* .A

.tUjjJla^^oJl^j^^lAyJl ,\.

.cly^aJl jlSLj jUi^Jl ja^ J^Jl . <i t

j^a>^\ L^P at c^S-\ . \ o

• J*j c/1
->*^<yt-^y - n
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Exercise 4 (In Reading)

H. Read the following sentences aloud with the correct pronunciation:

.«jib>cuJl ia^U.ll a-La e^^li^is •-^-'-4-* t tiJIOil jO^ o_j£j»Jl oLlo' . ^ •

s
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. Jo* jjj v^U^Vl 5L»JI^ =u.l ..II Sl^JJ . f •

A ^\ 0)d\lS^\ Jl I^LjJ i>LJ ^^iJl j JuVl 5jL*JI Jl .TV

jtuT: just as
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*L_iUI oty Ul*.
_j
(J— _j

fa
iJ~* vi^aU-t iejlj L^p 4>l J-SJte sJ^Jl cJtf* . I ^

J^JLSJl ^-Sl) c-* /• j kl&lij Is-^iJ3 ****** cJB •
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Exercise 5 (In Reading)

L Read the following sentences aloud with the correct pronunciation:

• J* ^ Cr* ^^pUaJ1^"-^^ ^ V
.
r

^La« y» ^jJl j;£~Jl
f
aUJl . \ •

.*u«} (^jsw du-j^i ofc-o v. > r
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Exercise 6 (In Reading)

J. Read the following sentences aloud with the correct pronunciation:

j aJjU jjja}\ j iiL+sr i*~kJl j cl—Jl j iJ-U~ c^JU? j*4Jl
J
l^U Jill . 1

t5j— j i>Ji JI>J Jj~ } i*Mj SJ
jJ» i«J» -bS'i j*ry.J >M %J>J' >*' • t

."
r
i_,oJi^U jUo; jM-<0i" .o

djl j
iUI-Ia jwjJw j (ijU- jb J^-i _u*Jl

fy.^<-^ jW *J t J*j
•

"

.tjlJ^Jt »Vj1 J )U j Ju*JL 4jUJ JU*

j *s- j&ja t4»m j ^\ ^lili a-iiJ\ ii-UJi j»<u?<&l j ^Ua>Jl ^ . V
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J lUt .Jj uJl j»L*t kS\ £A ^j^^r aJ1>-
j t^1-* J-*^^ } WA^"L- Ajyilt

J iJUjC^ ^ -AT

r-di^i Jli "!V" NdUjU "filb* l. jp > 5%** ^JuUJf :jJ1^J» JU

"
. Soil* -Jj V! M- L- ^1* j -uUw- jl j cajuU £oLLjaJl jt

j*_#dJl c*U»UJl ja^.jUI jL^I^^^^UI^I^l^l^jX-JjbU .^^xJi

—-J—lljOlTtAj^^L^^Ai .^pJUU^ljidJUL. JjJuPc^k"Ai>jl

I iypr SS 1 ,4' J^— yji UfM< jiislj*-j Jjl -UP- ^li
_j
0»-f

fjj
C-J .AJI _)_JP^

lil is adverbial and conditional. It is usually followed hv a nast perfect
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£j\—1*\ sJj^JloWjj^^^ jl^^j jl»Ju!l la***- 2foj*»-j .a^J»U_j {.^ilT ftj

^^—Lp jL_f .j^Jl iJJj jUvJI J>ol } .JAJI g-Jl t^M^ tfs* J sjL^uh jUJl dL«.t . \ ^

4_i- ijill i_-S'j 4<U*-l>-
1

_/1*J jbr»Jl
f

'* V"*' 1

J
jU«Jl j*&S* 19£ -ii^-iJ 1

t(jty «4-i jy* £^ v_-i^Ji pjajl JJ_pi Uli jJtJl^ J^iil Jii Jai-j

js-UJl JS.^ #Jjl C*>U 4* jl ^1 ^-ip^ ^jaUdJ j-X^JJ J^M_j

Jja

—

4j j^aiVi A>«—Jl^ a^UaJl jJJ-iS' ojIp j i^*>LJl j l$Jl jIp j js-jUaJl
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Numbers (1-10)

* ' • *

Exercise 7 (In Numbers)

K. Read the following sentences aloud with the correct pronunciation:
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.

i

y>JutU«JiSijJ* OUiS/lj^rtAJl^ .A

Exercise 8

L. Translate these sentences into Arabic:

1 . There is a copy in the drawer, (in the drawer is a copy)

2. The copy is in the satchel.

3. Saleem has a sister.

4. There is a chair in the courtyard.

5. The key is in the wallet.

6. She is sitting in the library.

7. Is Zaid in bed?

8. Whose is this pen?

9. This pen belongs to the teacher.

10. Is the principal sitting in the office?

1 1 . There is money in the pocket.

12. His house is far.

13. There is a garden in his house.

1 4. Your hand is clean.

15. In your hand is a handkerchief.

1 6. Your bag is on the table.

17. In his bag is a copy.

1 8. There is a knife in his pocket.

19. There is an auditorium in this school.

20. There is a vase on this table.

21. He is travelling to his country.
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22. He is busy with his guest.

23. There is a tree and a pond in this garden.

24. There is a window in my room.

25. Has the maid heated the milk?

26. The maid put the fresh meat in the white refrigerator; then cooked a tasty

broth.

27. The cook cut the potatoes and put them in the pot.

28. Did you stay in this beautiful region?

29. Have you read this interesting story?

30. The foreign guest got off the bus and boarded the train.

31. I opened the blue box and put a black pen in it.

32. The teachers gave us permission to enter.

33. The mother allowed her daughter to buy a new pair of shoes, (lit. a new

shoe)

34. Two hours later (lit. after two hours) the bus stopped and the passengers

alighted.

35. The ministers received the President at the airport and conversed with him.

36. The little girl tired me.

37. We tried him several times.

38. You (pi.) beat them (dual) and made them stand in the corner of the room.

39. Did you (pi.) read the Holy Quran and memorize it?

40. Your porter has put my luggage in my car.

41. Have you (pi.) given up the forbidden and the obscene?

42. The careless students came to know the result of negligence.

43. The polytheists among the (lit. of the) People of the Book told a lie

against Allah.

44. Those leaders conquered many countries.

45. The police searched for the criminal in the outskirts (corners) of the city

but they did not find him.
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46. The travellers became tired and lay down on the sofas.

47. When the train stopped at the station, highway robbers attacked the

passengers; they wounded some and killed others.

48. Were you (pi. fern.) influenced by your mother's advice?

49. Wc enjoyed the sights of nature.

50. They thanked their Lord and bowed down before him.

5 1 . The children are chatterboxes.

52. How many spoons of sugar are in this bowl?

53. I am a Pakistani and this is a big Islamic country.

54. A patient man is better than an angry one.

55. Egypt, Pakistan and Syria are Islamic countries.

56. Did you (pi.) deceive your friend?

57. They attend many meetings.

58. Ayesha completed her prayer and made salaam to the right (side) and to the

left (side).

59. The believer desires death just as the unbeliever desired life.

60. The believers went out in the path of Allah and the hypocrites stayed at

home.

61 . Women and men are prepared to serve the Deen (religion).

62. The child was asleep in the room; suddenly something fell off the table

hearing the sound, the child woke up.

63. I always said to them "Indolence is not good because the final exams are

near.
,,

64. We sometimes met him in the library and sometimes in the market.

65. The father forbade the son the company of (the) evil men but he chose bad

company (the company of evil men) again.

66. Honouring the guest is among the good customs of the Arabs.

67. Zaid killed two men with the sword.

68. The children tore the papers and scattered them on the floor.
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69. We used to climb these trees in childhood.

70. I become bored because of idleness.

7 1 . Your maternal aunt is our paternal aunt.

72. The Day of Judgment has come near but the people are heedless.

73. Did you read a new report (news) in today's newspaper?

74. I drank two glasses of lemonade.

75. The students read various religious books in the summer.

76. If only the Muslims were practicing ones.

77. The non-Muslims (>l_T) were not impressed by the conduct (pi.) of the

Muslims because their conduct is bad. (<|&-JS&I

)

78. These books are extremely useful but they are very expensive.

79. You (pi.) had despaired of Allah.

80. Ahmad left home with a rifle and hunted a deer.

81. Last year I travelled to Jerusalem to visit the holy sites. My friend with

whom I had studied at Al-Azhar University received me at the airport. My

friend took me to the hotel in his car. After lunch, I asked him about the

important places, which I had come to visit. He mentioned a few places to me

and promised to visit them with me. The following day, we visited Masjid-al-

Aqsa (J^ll*J-2l) and Kaneesa-al-Qiyamah Q^\$iL-&)> During this visit of

ours which lasted four days, my friend honoured me and took great care of

me. I thanked him for his care and departed to visit the other cities of the

Middle East.

82. Fahad travelled to Damascus and stayed there for a week and saw the

important historical places and prayed in Masjid-al-Umavi and visited the

University of Damascus. Fahad went to a public park with his friend. The

two friends sat there for a couple of hours and saw its beautiful sights and

enjoyed the scent of its fragrant flowers. From there, they went to Hameedia

Market. They bought many good things for themselves because the things
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there were very beautiful and cheap, then the two friends returned home.

After one day, Fahad bade farewell to his friend and headed for his country.

83. Ahmad took some papers and tickets out of his briefcase and wrote letters to

his family and friends. When he finished writing the letters he fixed the

stamps to the envelopes and wrote the addresses on them, then he sent the

letters to the post office.

Exercise 9

M. Decline the following Quranic verses completely:

,t
i< « - a

. \

a 1
1

at 1 ** { 1 • 1

. -LjV 4_PLJI J .1

s *' - 1

.A»l 43b fiwU
** >

'

T
* % * * £

.1
/' -It " 'ff>

.A

*> - a ' , '

.V

.> •

j Be .
1

- ' ' <J ' '

'

<\

.\Y
* s ' * ' '

. \ i .o-Usj^ p fTIP .\r

«,.'
»f •- 1 ; j

•r^^^-J 1 ^'—

r

•M

.VA .\v

i -*£ ' o'
' 1

• T • .\\

.Tt .w

x\ .rr

.n .To

. YA .XV

T • ,\\

.rr .r\
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.^p^d .OA

.vi^^Jji -ro

Jt^>^I^J TV

.L^i-Jl Ju^vir .to

.dliiouJi^jO^Ji^Juji .tv

- w

JUJ-l*JUl*3 .o\

> *«t .or

.d^ll^rSi .oo

* * t.
17''I^Tji^ .ov

.op^ii jir'Ji .o<\

.^li^^p-^l .10

.^-$4? jU>j*

ii^^i^jjji^^l&vlp^yl .vo
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Exercise 10

N. Write ten lines on each of the following topics:

t
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. jl^ol>- 1 jl tjli*^ iJUii tDlj^i

:&Jtfl Jl>Jl

1 . I met Zaid's two sisters.

2. Ayesha has two Arab friends.

3. Are your two servants honest?

4. Saleem's golden cow is very fat.

5. Khadija sat with us for two hours.

6. The two houses of the wealthy man are on a wide street.

7. Our small sister is a student in this school.

8. The two naughty children are sleeping under the table.

9. Where are your two books?

10. These are two red apples.
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:JjV'Jl>Jl

2

1 . I went to my friend's house and she honoured me.

2. Is the principal of the school in his office?

3. The clean plates are on a white eating cloth.

4. We put the grammar books on the small table.

5. Is your younger (small) sister a teacher in our school?

6. I found this book in the new library.
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7. I am in great need of certain religious books.

8. Zainab's sister is a skilled tailoress and her shop is in the nearby market.

9. I read i'/y* and memorized it in an hour.

10. The cat's eyes are brilliant and its fur is very soft.

.(JUll >J «-X*Jl T
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H
i

"

.1*4 UOj .»
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1. We bade farewell to our relatives before the journey.

2. Yesterday, they met their Arab friends.

3. The streets of the city are wider than those (the streets) of the village.

4. Did you leave your small children at home?

5. What is the price of these two red pens?

6. His brothers are pious.

7. Indeed, you (pi.) are more fortunate than us.

8. I ate roasted meat and drank cold water; afterwards I lay down on my right

side and went to sleep.

9. The teachers (fern.) encouraged the diligent students (fern.)

10. Did you greet your parents before leaving home this morning?
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:Jj^Jl>Jt

.JjSfl ^^Ji ^i-U ji .1

:dJuJi JiJ—Si
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5 - - -

.T^v so^aJL*.^ "ijjb"
. y

-j^^k/ Oj^- Soji- ^ "eSlj^'J**-! .1

. j! j^o O-Ui* aLot^ "<^JJ|"
J**-*

. 9

^^*if UaJ U_^J cl^>«J i*LJL* iL+J* DlJliil Jj<Jrl .A

<i^>- ^ "ouu" . ^
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:^Jj
UJ Ja^ o>J L. i^p!

.JUi ^iiuij3ua<-ij^0! ,t

:£M J

—

.O-L^U^r ^Oj^l "did/ J**J
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.T

.jii^i— o\ .r

^Ua^^C^-L- .0

1. Truly, your father is very God fearing.

2. I wish my two brothers were scholars.

3. We know that you (dual) are truthful.

4. Do you study for two hours daily?

5. All the students (fern.) are listening to the new teacher's lecture.

6. Our two younger (lit. small) brothers study in medical college.

7. Perhaps, Zaid's father-in-law will help these oppressed ones. (Oj^jljai)

8. The orator said: "Verily, Muslims are negligent".

9. Zaid did not come because his brother is ill.

10. These trees are short but they are shady.

1 1 . Did you (pi.) return home (to your houses) after Isha prayers?

12. Did you want those two green clothes?

13. These engineers have rendered many services to the country.

14. My Arab friend (fern.) does not know anyone in this city. V)

15. They welcomed their guests.
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Word List

Arabic English

Singular Plural

to remove

to affect; lo influence

to burn

* iV Rice

Spotted; speckled

lo light; to set on fire

to shoot the arrow

-*

Non-Arab

Lame

1 a c

Blind

a

Closed the eyes

to complete; to achieve

to make; to create

Domestic

m Europe

to smile

Distance; remoteness

to have (a place, a rank, an office)

to save

' '
I to deem nice; good
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Arabic

Singular Plural

289

* »

t^ 1

'J!

English

to take up; to occupy

to hunt

to kill; to tear (of a predatory

animal)

Middle ages

Garbage; trash; dried dates

Spring

to unite; to associate

to be prominent; to appear

to wish someone happy eid

Near; close

Smiling; cheerful

Duck

Owl

to gather

to narrate

Freedom; liberation

Exercise

to fall down

to erupt

to surpass; to be superior

to be pleasant
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Arabic English

Singular Plural

* -

Physical exercises

- *

to be patient; to be steadfast

£>
!

Snow; ice

Attractive

*•

Camel

Donkey

Lamb

at

to grab; to snatch

Serious; of great importance

?; House; home

s *

- •
Bear

+ , e

Gentleness

Permanence

Role

Fright; alarm

Tail

* -
Journey

*
. »

Pavement; side-walks

* <,. ^

Companion
'

**

Lane; alley; corridor

Early age
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Arabic English

Singular Plural

-

Easy to digest

• • '

Sword

Clever; smart; cunning

* • » Feelings

J* to split; to tear

aT J: Thorn; fork

-i *
L art t

to deform; to mutilate

to meet unexpectedly

Back (of a horse)

* ».. * i>-*1 Sound; voice

• • Summer

Tray

* ' '

Frog

to be advanced in years; to be old

Old man; old woman

Green grass

Critical; crucial

tie to hold something

Directly; immediately

* a t »

Pillar

t—
She-goat
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1

Arabic English

Singular

Governor

to leave; to depart

Angry

* S '

*> to sing; twitter (of a bird)

Wealthy; rich

-
Heart

to run away with something

*

Secretly

Monkey; ape

Matter; affair; lawsuit

* *

Conquering; vanquishing

Basis; sustenance

Nourishment; food

Day of Resurrection

* ' ><r Match

Football

Dog
* s

to charge; to entrust with

It is important

Surely

jSl fern. *^Sl Heedless; forgetful
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Arabic

9 , •

Plural

English

Fortunately

Play-thing; toy

Very; extremely

Inter-distance

The one who stays back

to wait (or look) for an

opportunity

Thirsty; desirous

Neighbouring; adjacent

Lucky; fortunate

Paved

Manliness; valour; sense of

honour

Farmer

Long-lived; lasting

Flowing (of hair)

Orientalist

Standard

Named

Pocket-money

Summer residence; summer resort

To lie down on one's back

Packed in a box
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Arabic

Singular
•

Plural

%

'

a a

• • *•

* • ' * * - *

»

- **

• »;

* -

>-*

English

In need

Escape

Natural

Letter

Nostrils

Saw

Stage

Animating; invigorating

Shoulder

Bad

to spread out evenly; to smoothen

Communications

Corner

to give; to hand over

Help

Star

to pull out

Fabric (woven material)

Calm; quiet; peaceful

Heavy rainfall

to desert; to leave; to give up
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Arabic English

KiiiPiil/ir*i it t*, ****** Plural

& to attack

-

Gift; present

to flee; to escape

-

P > to hurry; to rush

Deteat

% Peg; pin and pole

Mud

•Jj Duck

English Arabic
Singular

Address
* 1-°

Always
*

Angry

Bag M
Because of idleness

Brilliant; splendid

Broth; gravy

Childhood

Corner C )lj

Envelope

Father-in-law

Final exam
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Arabic
Plural

English
Singular

Foe
* r'-

•

Forbidden (bv God) J

Fra era n I

Hftfivv
-

Hiphwav robbt*rs1 I 1 EL 1 1 YT U J 1 1/ 1 V 1

Hotel

Hour of Resurrection

Idiot' vJiimn

In rif^H nf

Lemonade

Lesson
-X ft

• «.

Lunch
^ *

Medical collece -

Obscenity; immodesty

Onrt1 mnrp" apain

Passpnper1 »l , Hll..l 1
LS\\

Pleasant" interesting
* * >

Post-office

Potatoes

Prattler; chatterbox

- *

Rjfle

V;
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English Arabic
Singular

Right side
•*

Roasted
i • .

Sometimes

Stamps

Suddenly

Sugar

*- *-

«

Summer vacations

The left side

The right side

to allow; to permit

to be bored

to bow down

to call names

to climb
\-'

to come near

to deceive
' ' '

to desire; to be anxious about >>>
to despair

to encourage

to fix; to paste
<*

to heat; to warm

Plural
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English Arabic
Singular Plural

to help -xA c^ai

to lie down ^Ja^l

to make some one, something ^ tiii'A
stand

to mention —3

to scatter 'fi

to speak, to converse ^
. ;**

to stop, to come to a stop J**

y

to take care —> V^> 1

to try, to test

Vacation

Want Jic^~
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PUBLISHED

Tafsir-e-Uthmanifcompwud) Vol. I -III

Lisaan-ul-Quran Vol. I&II

Key Lisaan-ul-Quran Vol.1 & II

Concise Guide to Hajj & Umrah

Al-Hizbul Azam

OTHER LANGUAGES

Riyad Us Saliheen (Spanish)

To be published Shortly Insha Allah

Lisaan-ul-Quran Vol.111 & Key

Talim-ul-lslam (Coloured) Complete

Cupping Sunnat and Treatment

OTHER LANGUAGES

Al-Hizbul Azam (French)
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AJlkJbOJ^J'

(*>)

(£>>)

(J>)

(j>)

(0>>

Jibuti j^L-y^Ja^


